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what

cl in I n-.a.l-valued constant valid for all i

:2 is a Iul~valI.1.e.d comlant valid for all i

i in the index in ms ITU-'1' lloc. H 2.0lI50rl:EC I351!-I multiplexed stream of the bytn couuinlng the
fun} bit of any systan-\_:lo1: not field in the swam

CSPS_l1Ig — The CSPS_flag in a 1-bit field. If In vnlu: in ad to 'l' the Hogan Salaam meets the mnsnnints definedin 2.7.9.

5!flflII_IIIl|io_lock_lI:g — The tyau:m,,audlo_loclc_fla5 in a Hail ficld indicating thal mm is a specified. conimnl
mional relationship hutwagn the audio sampling rat: and the 3ysIu'l_cIn=k_fI'oqnnncy in the aystam lama decode:-.1'l1c
395|!|!I_€l0¢KJl’eque-nay la defined in 2.5.2.! and lit. audio Ilmpling ran: it specifiod in ISCVIEC l33lI-3. ‘fine
3¥SW!l_I.I-Idio__lack_flag may only be set to '1' ll’. foi all pnaanudon unit: in all audio elementary suearnl in the Program
Strum. the ratio of sysrnn1__cloclL,_frequ:.r|cy no the actual audio un1pl‘ln,g rm. SCASIL is constant and equal no {he

I 1 I 111 I 2 fl U value indir-filed In tho following table a: thn nominal sampling rate lndicaled in tho audio means.

s;men:_clock._fr:qunncy3 —-vs--------—-jj---—- -

“"35” aud1o__,samp£¢_ mr¢__¢'n _m_r—s'nJ ‘2 2”

The notalion % denotes ml division.

 
m_um_vIdeo_Io-=k.lIax - ‘nae sys:cm__\ridoo_lock_flag is a 1-bit linld indicating um mm is a npucified. oonnam
“"1"”-1 3‘-lflfiflflfhip hfihveen the video Rana: me and '|hE_By5ll1‘l1 clock fmqnancy In the symun urge: decoder.
Subclauae 2.5.2.] defines sun-.m_clock_freque.ncy and the video fralnz ml: is spacifiod In ITU-'!' Rae. l-1.262 I ISOIEBC
F33‘?-1 '01-= F¥5|=fl‘_Vid60.lock_fla.g may only be set to -1' 1:. for all pnmmion min in all video eiumonury strum
1'1 "55 Tn-7'7 REC. H-272-0| ISOIIEC [Sill-I p.mgram. the ratio of systu-n.,_clock_fIaquonc)' to the actual video fm-ng
rile. SCFIL is wmltaul and equal In the value Indicated In the following table Ill. the nominal mm: nun Indiana in mgvideo mum.

.rysl£nI_cIocl:_frequet:.cy

frame_rare_b: _lheJ'-d'I'D ‘"5’

@

SCFR :-.

 

  
Non1.inaJ

frame ml:
(H!)

E   
The values: of the ratio SCF11 . . _

mmm] mg is n'91fiI29'97'°|:;t9|:€1r-;1nI:sfla‘!°cfi;n:{e me daffus sllghlllf from the nommal me. :n cases where 111:

54 r"rU-1' Rec. nmo (1995 5-,;
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vkl¢o_hound - The vitteo_bounl1 is a 5-bit integer in the inclusivernnge front 0 to 16 end is set to is value greater than
orequal to the rnulrnunt nurnhu of1'1'U-'1’ Rec. 1-1.262 I 1SOIIBC 13818-2 and ls0I1EC11112-2 atreuut in thefiogr-urn
Stream of which the decoding processes are simultaneously active. For the purpose ofthill stlbcllltse. the duaodlng
process ofan ITU-T1'tec.H.262IOIlEC 1381!-2 snt|ISOI[!1!11i7'2-2 video stream is active lithe 1‘-STD huflerls
nolelnpty.orifnPreserttI.tiorlUnitiuhelngpresentodin1lleP~S'lDtltodcl.urlftlleroGtlelbllI'I'IriBltolI11lpIy.

peeket_nte__rvertrict.ion_flIg - '1'he paclcq__rete_pestrlct.lonJ1ng -is a 1-bit flag. If the CSPS flag is set to T1‘. the
paclnet,rete_restriction_flag indicates which oonrtnint is applicable to the pater rate. I specified In 2.7.9. Ifthe CSPS
flag is set to value of '0'. then the meaning of the psc.ltet_rnte_restrlctlon_11ag is undefined.

resmred_ltlts —m ‘I-hltfleld inreeervedforiirtttreuseby rsonet; Until otherwlseltpecified t.y'rru-1-also/rec ittltallhnvethevslue ‘ill 1111'.

etrurnjrl-'l'ller.treem_jdl's an 8-bitfieidthu indicates lheeodingnorlelernenury Mt-earn nnmberofthe rtreunlo
which the following 1’-STD_htrfler_ho1mt'l_st:nle and P-STD_bofler_,size_bound fields refa’.

if strenrrt_id equals ‘loll 1000' the P-S'l'D,huffer_bound_rcele and P-S'l'D_b\tfier_tiu,honnd fields following the
1 I/1.’!/200» suum__ld refertosllsudlo stre_arnsintheProgmn stream.

if strenrrud equals ‘Hill 1001' the P-S'1'D_htrffer_bound__reale and PSrD_hufler_eize_botlnti fields following the
streem_id refer to all video strenrnr in the Progrsm Stream.

lltln: stream_ldtsl:es on any othervaluelt shall benbyre value gs-enterthenorequslto'10111lD0'snd!hallbe’
interpreted as referring to the stream ending and elementary stream number according to Tahle 2-18.

Each elementary strum present in the Program Stream shall have its P-S'l‘D_bufl‘er_bound_ren1e and
P-S'1D_bui‘fer_si_bound specified exactly once by this rneeltanistn In each system header.

1'-S'l‘D_hu1ler_l1olaIld_eclle — The P-S'l'D_bufl‘er_,bou‘nd.u:ale is a Hail. field that indlcnta the ruling factor used to
interpret the subsequent P-S'I‘D_bufi‘er__:ine_bound field. If the preceding 3treernJd indicates en sudio meant.
P-S'11>_buifet_bound_eesle shall hen the value ‘0‘. if the preceding soeemjd indiestu I video strum.
P-S'1'D_huffer_baund_scale shall have the value '1'. For all other stream types. the value of the

' 1’-5TD_buffer_l>ound_et:a1e may be ell1Ilr'l‘or '0'.

’ P-S'1'D_hufl‘er_slne,bound — The P-S1'D_butTerJlne_buunt1 is a 13-bit unsigned integer defining e value greater than
or equal to the manlrnum P-STD input buffer size. BS... over all packets for stream It in the Program Stream. If
1’-S'1'D_bufier_bound_ecale has the value '0‘, then P-STD_bufier_slu_bound measures the butter sire bound in units of
128 bytes. if P-S'1'D__bniTer_honnd_scale has the value 'l‘. then P-S1"D_|tuffer_IiuJIotmd llteltlnlretl the buffer rise

. N, bound in unitsoi 1024 bytes. Thus:

if (P-STD_buffer_bound__scale ==

85,, S P — .S7D_blqfl"er_;t'ze_bormd x 128

else

"BS. S P -— STD_brfer_,rizz_bound X [024

2.5.3.1 Picket layer of Program Stream

The packet layer of the Program stream is defined hy the PBS packet layer in 2.4.5.6.

1.5.4 Program Stream map

The Program Stream Map (PSM)prov1des a desa-zptlnn at the elementary streams in the Program Stream and their
relationship to one another. When carried in r Transport Stream this structure shell not be modified. The PSM is preuent

. J _ - es a1’ES packet when the strenrn_id value is 0xBC (refer to Table 2-18).
NOTE-'l1tl.t syntax differs from the PBS packet syntax tlesuihed in 1.4.3.6.

Definition for the descriploro fields may ‘be found in 2.6.

2.5.4.! Syntax of Pmgratn St:-am map
Sm Table 2.35.

I'l'lJ-'l'|lee.ll.Zn.0 (1995 E) 55
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ISOIIEC 13818-I : 1996 (I!)

Table 2-35 - Pmgnm St:-entn mp

llIl'Ifl'__Ht
PvlrIIt.ttruntJnlh
for(i=0:i<N:l-H-)[

l
. den_eotu-y_,|tIununIp

H 431,20“ lot-(t=0:l<Nl;i4+)(' mangle
dnmntnry

=mdmHu=O:
densentu-yjsunjnf
lot(i-0;i<N2:l+r)(°-
, dfiI=I'il*°!0
 

25.4.2 Stnuntie tlellnltlon of new In Prague: Strum IIIIII

pn:het__etsrt_eode_ptellx — 'l1te pncItet_stsrt,_cnde_pxeflx is a 24-bit code. Together with the map_strcam_id that
follows it constitutes a packet stm code that identifies the beginning of n packet. The pscket_st:rt_cod¢_piefix Is the bit
suing '0000(XXJO 0000 mm ill)!‘ (DXOOOOOI in hexuieeimel).
tup_,|tnI.tn_Id -This is u 8-bit field whose value than be 0xBC.

pro;run_sIzum.tup__length — 'l‘he progntn_jtrearn_mep_length is a 16-bit field indiesting the total number of bytes
in the pmgtam_sttemn__rnnp immediately following this field. The maximum value of this field is loll (0K3FA).

l 1 '| 'I~.'<H‘ mnutt_uext_|nt|lutor — This is s I-bit field. when set to '1' indicates that the Ptogtun Stteun Mop sent is currently
nppIi|:|hll.\VI'BI thehilis setto '0', It lndlcatesthstthePmgmm Stream Mspsentlsnotyet epplionblesnd shall betlte
next table to become valid.

prognn_.ttreIIn_ntnp_vet-than '— ‘mu 5-bit field is the version number of the whole Program Strum Mnp. The version
number shall be inetetnented by 1 modulo 32. whatever the definition of the Program Stteem Mep changes. When the
eunent_ncxt._indteatm- is set to '1'. that the plDgl'lm__SllGNl'l__lnlp__Vfl8i0n shall be thnt of the ettnently applicable
Pmgnm Stream Mlp. When the cunent_ne:t_indicstot is set to '0‘. then the pmg.rlll|_B!l!-ImJtlap__vetIion shall be lhll
of the next epplieshle Program Stream Map. ,

lINl.I'Im_flI!IIIIJIlo._|en¢llt - ‘me pmgrsn\_xttesn\..info,lengtln is 1 16-bit field Indicating the total length of the
deseriptus immediately following this field

tnnrlter_hlt - A mstlter_ltit is a 1-bit field that has the value '1'.

elentenhry_sIt'eatn_tup_lengttt — This is a 16-bit field specifying the total length. in byte. of all elementary stream
information In this program stream map. It includes the streem_type. elmtentsty_,strettm_id. and
elementm'y_st:eant,,info_,length fields. .

slresnt_,type — This B-bit field specifies the type of the strelm soeottling to Table 2-29. The stteenuype field shall only
identify elementary streams contained in PBS packets. A value of0:05 is prohibited.

: '- "- "fir -- I‘-ltl||¢IIlIr!.flrI-Im_IIl - The elernentnry_stteam_id is an 8-bit feld indicating the value of the stt'enm_itl field In the
PBS packet header: of PBS packets in which this elementary sheath is stored.

¢'"“'|'1Jt|"'l||J_I|fIIJen3tlt — ‘Die elementary__streu_n_info_len3tlt is s l&blt field indicating the length in bytes of
the tletcrlpton lmtnedutely following this field.
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xsormc” IJIIB-1:1996(E) -
2.5.5 Pmgrnnn strum dlnenury

Inedsmcwryrnnnenuresnaunismuaeupozaii thadlructmydnncnrrindbyPm3runSuumDiIac:orypacl::u-
identified with the dlxectory_snenrn_id. The syntax for progrnm_manItU'31actmy packet: is defined in Table 2-36.

N0‘lEl-Thluynuxdlfienfiotnthefifispnekcuyntn d1I'l%iII14.3.6.

Dlmczory nun-les mayberequlredmnrunnuel-piennesinavlduouienrnasdefinedlnrltl-TRec.!l.262IlSOIlBC
X3818-2andISO/IEC l1l72-2.KmI-pbumlhnismfetamedhudileaotymuyhneeeddbynnmunzliudu
wiuinoinnnveningpicnneluademdiednectnryenuyshnninferenneIhefusthyteofllienaqlueneehuadu-.Ifnn
l-piumeuminduennedinadirecmryennyinpunndédbyagxwpofpicuuulandewlthnoinuvening picture
lneulennndnoimrnedlatelypaeedlngsaqumuhudmmedhecmyenuyahllxufuuicemafiutbymnfmagrnupof
picturesheadez.Anyulcrplnmemuadnumiyenuyrefuuwesthfllbentuumedbynnfimbyuoftnepldunheader.

NO'l‘E2-lrlnwornrnnndeddml-pizanuimtnadluelylnllowlnge Ieqannnnehendcrnhuildhsntcinnuadliidinuney
mmnuunmnnudireanqumuimmuuylwnypointmunmedeuulumnybuunnzlmlndy.

J1/l,13'/2llil DimztnrymfannnnsmandineueanunsduflnedinlsollficI381!-3I.ndlS0fEC1l1'I2~3slI|llh:thesyncwoa'doflhe" ' nudinframe.

N013!-Itisremwnqdedmudndhmnubetwewmfunumdamusuuumtexwdhflnauuu.

Anceasunitssnnllben!e:encndinnnmgnm_auenm_dizecxoxypneketlnnuesuneu-dnruiutheyuppewlntltebitslrenm.

1.55.1 Syntax n!l’r_-oanm Strum dlnctoly pocket
8:: Table 2-36.

2.5.5.2 Semantic definition nrnnlilsln I’:-ngnnn Strum dlnscmry

pnckd..BhrLeode_prel'u — The pacl:et_atart_uode_pxnflx in 1 24-bit code. Togaher with the lttnnn-Lid that follows, it
eonsumtes I packet utnrt code that identifies the beginning of a packet. The pn:keL,st.m,code_p¢el'u\ in the hit string
'0Om(l)lX)000000O000m(X)Ol'(0xtXflI)linhe:indeclmn!_). .

dinctory_st:enn_H-—This 8-bltfieldsbnIlhaveavI.Iu:‘l1llllll'(0|FF).

PE8_pncket_|en:th —_ ‘me P'ES__pncket_length Is a 16-bit field indicating the total uumbu hf bytes in the
program_smeam.diI'ecuny immediately following thin field (mfsr tn ‘male 2- 18).

mI|:ub¢r_oLI¢==!u_unlu — Thln is-bit fleld is_ the number of aa:ess_unlIs HM! are referenced in this Dinctmy YESpic .

prev_dim:oory_oflhe¢ — This 45-bit unsigned integer gives the byte nddinss onset of the first byte of the packet mart
¢°d0°“h¢PtuvluuIPmgmm SneamDire:tnry packet. This addiussolftetistelnlivewltieflmtbyleofdteslnnuadeof
the palm which MW“ ‘his pn-.vioua_duacmy,orraei field. m-. vein: '0' indicates um am in no pteviuus Program
Sueam Directory pnckex. ~

ne:t._dlzeetory_nmiet—'l'his45-bltunsignedintegetglvunuebyteuldnssometnnnafimbymoftlnepulrasum
.cudeofihennxmmgramsuumnixectotypncket.fiilanddressoifmlisrelntivntnthefixuhynnofthemltcoduufthn

P395“ which °°'|lIil|9 lhil |l=lLdh¢9l°fL0fi8=l field. The value 0‘ indicates that due is no next Pmgram StreamDlrnetury packet.

'FI|=k¢t.l¢flIIII._ld -This 8-bk field ls the an-eam_ld of the elementary stream that contains the means unit referenced bythin dlnstory enuy.

PESJ:udnr_ponil:lon_offsel - This 44-bit unsisned integer gives the byte offset address of the first byte of the res
Pfi=|==t ?°flW'|hlll the mass unit referenced. ‘me ufisal mm: is relative to the first lay}: of me nan-coda of the pub:
“?'“‘*'““B W‘ P55-J“'d°LP°;llIon_ofl'set field. The value '0' indicates that no access unit is referenced.

"¢5°l’¢I°Lull'seI — This 16-bit field is an unsigned integer indicating the position of the fits! byte of the refinanced
awe‘: masumd in by” '°'‘“" ‘° “'5 5”‘ WW 07 “IE YES packet containing the first hymn of the referenced

l'l'U-1‘ llec. 8121.0 (1995 E) 51
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Table 2n36—l"nr3t-in SI:-um dlrechrypnclgt

maydi _FES_w'-hero!

dl.IuIory_||nuu,Jd
'P'E_pchllJ!-Izglil
n1'.Il|Ia'_fl_%_I|Il1x
nut:-_Hl
pltv_|linttar3r_nll'seI[dl..1CI]
ml-ha-_IIl!
pwv_dl.rut1l'y_olmI.-|[1!I-‘l5]
Im|rh:r_IIli
uu_:Ih1:hnry_cl'l2I:|:[1-U3)
nIIhr_hl1

H/_1;s/20 mu-I:r_lit
nut.__dlreeIory_odl'uIi1#..0}
u'|II'klr._Ht
In: (I = I}. H num'h:_,uLn:Izs:__url|Ia: 1+-v-J [

nIdnIt_nruIn.H
P‘li3,_hnder_pdflnq_II-||h=l..IisII
Pfl_,hudnr_paddnn,otl!ulf-C!._1fl]
mm-hu'__hlI
Pl!3_;a:d:r_podIion_oflucu19.l5]
mnlhar__I:l‘1
rnS._heu1u-,puddon._onuII14.nl
mnrkcr_h1I
n1'aru1ue_nI1s:t
Iu|rku'_l:lt
nsernd
P'I'S['.'d.J0]
|nn.rk¢I'_,Ht
P‘!‘S[29..15]
nn.I'kII'_Hl.
rrsnun I.
arm-k:r_hit
‘*¥*lA.h.!I!II|l11-all
nn.rk£r_H1
b10I..|n_ruIil'!-0]

._ l ._ = n1autcr_Ht
' ' int:-n._I:odedJnd|:nmr

wd1n¢Jmrumas_lndIcn:u--tuervad

H...l3..-3..-|;‘u.-E-3-..l.'$-—r."£'a'-‘mg
HHM any-nanuuui-unuuuanu

PFS (prcscninuon_ume_mn-pl - This mm mm is In: PTS of the scans unit that is rei:n:'I'n:u'.'.. 11:: semantics of
III: coding ofthe PTS field In as desuibed in 2.4.3.6,

"!!nn_t1o_leII'l — This 23-bi: unsigned imagar is me numb: of bytes in tbs Pmy-um suum mg: the Img mama by
nferanau_,_of@et that an minded to dam-dc the mucus unit cumpieuly. This value indudc: any bytes mulflpluud all ma
3!'=lBI'l'Is layer mcludmg those containing information from mi-mr mums.

““"—°°“°“-""““°""*' * “'5-1 is I 1-bit flax. When set no '1' it inuiuaxes am the rcrcncuced mass unit in mi
5"“"°""°‘Y °°""- “=13 F! hlfletitndml of other coding Ianrnmelnn um might be. nusdus to «ma; the noon: null. ta...
exunple. min field Ihall he ended as 'I' fur vidao Imm fmmaa. whereas fur 'P' and 'B' flames this bit shun 5. mad B .9.Forn1lPE5pm:k.:Lsc.o11taii d his-J1‘ _ .
is undafiud (SR Time 2_3‘;;|£ In W us not from nn ITU T Ran. I-1.262 I ISCVIEC 13318-2 Video mm-n_ nu, figjd

Table 1.31 _ [ntrn__codud indium
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r

enr!I.ug__punmeIzn_1.rrrl|uIor - This 2-bit field is mad to Indian the location of coding panmalsers um no naaded to
darned: the scenes with Iulamnced. For aumpie, this ficld can be user! to dctnrrnirue the locafiun of quanfinfiun matrices
for video framu.

 

 
E

AlIr:o:tlrr1puu:ne1uu:uue1IIIIh1I|noesattniLI:Ir.ut
mauflhamisnolutbldetmlr

“Snnmurdhigparu-neeu-Iucnrlnthluctznurlil
E-

  
 

1|/1-Mill»

2.6 Pang-am and prngram elem-rcm descriptors

Program and program elcruanl rlascriplnrs are suucturas which may be mod to extend the definition: of prngnms and
progm-n clcmants. All dnescriptu-rt have n fumnr which begins with In Hair lag «dun The mg value is follownd by an
8-bit descriptor lcngrh and rlun fields.

2.6.1 5-emnlivc dr.-flailing dndds In mum and progrun «Jamar dncriptnr:

The following semantics apply In the dessriplcrm defined in 16.‘: through 2.6.3-4.

da9cr|ptor_ug-— ma m.-sc:-ipmr_ug is arr 3-an field which iaenuriu nah descriptor.

Table 239 pmvidu the I'l"U—T Rae. H.21‘2.0 I ISDIIEC l3Bl3-l defined. ITU-T Em. .l{.222.0 I ISOIIBC 138lfi-I
ru.cr'vad. and usar avnilabie descriptor tag values. Arr 'X' In the TS gr I-‘S columns indicalas the applicability of the.
dnwripml m citlrnr the 1't'nnspon Sutam or Pmgrarn Slmm reapaclivuly. Note mu the meaning of fields in 3 ducdprnx
my depend on which suaun it is used in. End: use is specified In I11: dnscriprnr san1nrm':3 belnw.

Table 2-39 — Program and prngrlrm elulueul desrriptotu

;z:rlin_nr:II.rn_du:a'ip:nr_dIrn=-lpmr
..fl’...Ldam-ipurr _ch_Ia_Il.raIrn_IIi§l'|fIl.l:I1l_dHcI1|:nr
u:rsu:_bukgrntmd..Ifld_dnsnrtpwr
fi&LfiMnJmmwu
C-A_dcIfl'ifilI!
lsO_639_lan3IIgp__dw:dpccr
IyaI:n|_:IocL
rnu|:tlpl-un_'b-nfiu-_uIi u1nn_d:acriprur
HIpyrly>:__&mripwr
mulnunn bilnhn oucriprm
pa-lvnn elm indium! duuiym

mmmnmp:
.'a"I‘lJ_dr:r:r1'p1u:
BPMEFM
lT'lJ-1' n=.1-1.2210: ISOFIBC 13:13.1 Itemvad
‘User Private

0
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
I
9
I0

_-______ m4oubuv— 
rru--r liar. n.z2.:.o (1995 E) 59
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l]-“l£'s- 3‘

dust-.ripIor_lr.ng|l| -The d=u:ri.pt.nr_l:ngIh in an 8-bit field apeciiying the nurnhur u!_hyIn.n of tits dcuriptu immediately
fnltowlag dam-lptnt_1a.r:gth field. '

1&1 Viduslrun dcscdptnr

The video stmttm descriptor provides basic Intonation whtct-I iduliflcs the aiding patuucten of I video elementary
stream as described ln]TU-'I‘Ra:. I-1.1621 ISOIIEC 13318-2 OYISOHEC E1172-2[&aeTahle2-40).

I
I
1
II
1
1
1

Ihl-‘IIIX 
2.6.3 Sunuttc ttennttluma otlldds In video nu-um tiecrtplor

mnlt!ple_t‘run:_ntnJIa; — This 1-bit fiald what set to '1' indicates that multiple frame mus rllly be present in the
Vida) stmam. Wltflt set to a vain: of '0' only a single frame rat: I: pruam.

ln.m:_n|n_eod¢—-Thin in I 4-bit fiald as defined in 6.3.3 of lTU—1" Rec. H.162 I ISOJIBC 13813-2. uuaepl that Wham
the muhip1:__fnamc_nz:__!lsg is wet to a Irlltu: of '1' the indication of a pnrticutar frame rate due permiu cumin othcr
fruuemnnnabeprnsnntinthevideottzum.ap«:lfiedtn'!'aJ:Ie2-4'1:

Table 2-41 -Fume-rut: and:

3.976

13.916 24.0 29.9?

35.0

23.916 29.91’

33916 14.0 19.97 210.0 59.94

 
MPEG..1.on!r.I!ne - nut is a 1-bit fiald which win.-. sat m '1' indium out the video mam contain: only
lSOJ'EBC1l1'I1-2 data. If set to '0' the vidnn strum may contain both ISOIIEC ISBIB-2 vidan data and constrainedpanrneter ISCVIEC 11172-2 vidw dua.

°“1="'J’81B='3...D#tinv¢*2r_lI;n - This is a man ficlti which when set to'1‘1lIdica.te.§ um the vidna mam aha11 not
°°'“55"' '“|°Df|lfl'I-iltcd ISOJTEC H112-2. video Gala. 11 this fielti is set In '0' 111: video Shawn may ootlmln both
°°"3“‘-infld PII'Im=|mi and unconxuainctt ISOIIEC 11172-2 video stmanma. It the MPBG,_I__nn1y_nag is set to '0'. mac=InIIn1ned_p:ramet:r_flng atmlt be set to '1',

60 ITU-T Rec. H.21.‘?.D (1995 E)
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_._.__._._.-.--..-.._.-........................... *- -‘~""’-*~~" *"‘““""""‘* "‘""" "" ' " '

, ‘ H isoI|ec1sue-1:199s(m

ettI1_yiemre_neg-‘ms in 1-bit field. which when send '1' lndlcntns that thevideo strum contains only still pictures.
Iftl1ebitlssettn'0'thenthevideosueammnyeonu.ln elthetmovingornlllplonnedm.

pmfile_nnd_lcvel_lndlcnflun — 1111: bit field is the same dunner an the pmfile_nndJevel_indlcatinn fields in the
l'l'U-Tkec. H.262llSOIlEC B818-2 video enenm. nnvdueoiddufleld lndieelenptofllennd levelllmisequll too:
high: then any profile andlevel In any sequenuelnthe|saociItedvideostIearn.l-‘orthepurpnm ofthi: mhelnnae. en
XSO/l'BC1ll12-Zconsn-ainedpu-arnelermeamiueouidetedtoeheuMninPcufiIentLowLevelsuenm(MP@u.).

ehmnnjormet-11d:2-bitfieldIswdedlnd:eenemmnnufl1echmmn_1bmufleldsintheTflLTRec.H.262|
ISOIIBC13815-2videoIuum.'Il|evalueoft!Ilsll:ldnhIllheIll:Is!quIltoothighalhlntllcvllueoflhe
I=hI'°mLf°flI'II!fl¢ldinmyvldeoseqmneeafmeeseoeinedv|dw|uennForthepuposanfmhmdnlmse.m

mg, 1:? lSOIIEClll72-2 videontrenmis consideredtuluvedammgjonnnt field withlhe vnlue'01‘. lndicnIing4:2:0.

n-une_nee_entem|onJIn - This in a 1-bit flag which when set to '1' lndieues that either OI‘ both the
fi-eme_nte_exIenslun__n and the fnme_nte_extensinn_d field: ue non-zero in my video sequence: of the
l'l'U—'!'Ru:.l'l.262| XSOIIBC l38ll~1 video stream. For the purposes of mu lllbclnusa. In ISDIIEC H172-2 Video

“’'-‘3’':''''‘ Itreamieoonstninedlnhnvebaihfieldszttuulu.

2.6.4 Audio IIRIII descriptor

The audio stream descriptor pmvidee bade infatuation which Identifies the coding vmion of In India elementary
stream as described in ISOIIBC 13818-3 orlso/EC lll72-3 (see Table 2-42). '

Table 1-42 - Audio eleenn duerlpnnr

"l':,].‘ } .

val-hble_nh,nndloJnI|luInrtuned 
1.6.5 Semantic definition of held: in male mean: descriptor

tree._l‘nrmnI_fleg -‘mi: I-bit field when set to '1' indicates that the audio stream my contain one or more audio frames
with the bltrnIe_index set to mm. 11‘ set In '0'. then the biuntejndex is not '0000' (refer In 1.4.2.3 of ISO/lBC'13BI8-3)
in any audio frame of the audio mum.

ID-'l'hle1-bllfleldwlleu setto'l‘lndleeteId:ntthelDfieldI.ssetIn‘l'ineedInndIofnmelnrhe audlnelrumaefetnn
2.4.2.3 nfISOIlEC l38l8~3).

layer -— This 2-bit field is coded in the same uunner Is the layer field in the ISOIIEC 13818-3 or ISOIIEC H172-3 audio
stream: (tefer to 2.4.2.3 of ISOIIEC 13818-3). The layer indicated in this field shall he equnl to or high! then the
hlgllest layer specified In any nudlo frame of the audio stream.

VlI'3I|Ik_I'Ih_lIItI||o_|IIIlicIlIII* - This I-bit flag. when set to '0' indicates that the bit rate of the associated audio mean
my ‘'81)’ between consecutive nudin frames. Continuously ended varinble rate audio should be presented withoutdiscontinuities.

2.6.6 llienrehy duerlptnr

The hiflmmhy dewlpmr pmvides infonnntiun to identify the pmgmn elements containing component! of
hi"°"°hi¢8“¥-C0400 Video Ind audio. and private menus which are multiplexed in multiple streams as described in this

-:1s:o:‘r:'e:g:n3or)a I International sundae. in mm’ Rec. H.261 I Home 13818-1 end in Iso/mt: um-3.

[TU-T Rec. l!.212.0(l995 E)‘ 61
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at-IQ‘!-I01}-lhhflfl 
rt:

11/13:'2tHI'

1.6.7 Semlnflxdeliniflonuffleldalnhlenrtlsy Il.su'i|Itnr

ll-'l|'l""-"I-91! — The him-nrchical :clnt‘:on bah-roan flu: associated Ilicnmhy layer and its hbtuchy cmbeddcd lay: indtfillfi II'l TB-B10 244.

Table 1-44 — E1enrI'l|y__Iy'pe field values

rm-r Ru.-.. H.161 I Iscvmc um-2 spun: Scalahikity

nu-1* nus. me: I ISOIIEC 13513-2 smz Smlnhillty

rl'U-T Ruz. H.252 I ISOFIBC Ullfi-2 Tnmpnl Scnllhilily

ITU-T R00. H.162 I ISOIFIBC IJEID-2 Dam pnnitionin;

. _n_ -_:r_,_. . ISMEC 13318-J launnninn hitnnunm
n'u.'r Ilcc, 112;-2.0 l rsorlne 131113.: Prlvm: S1ma.rI'l

Rcwvnd 
Bast layer

hIenr=h:r.J=3'=r._|nd-El — The hi='|I=bY.Iayer_lnd:I. is a 6-bit field um dafints n unique indu or me nssocmnd
prognm element In a table of coding laya hitnmhies. lndlces shall be unique within a single pmgnm dafinitiun.

Her-r=h:r.¢mb-dd2«l_IayzrJnau — The hi:ra.mhy,_eI11bcdd.ed_lay:r_indcx in n um field that defines the hicramhy
natal: index of the ptuyum eternunt needs in be accessed befom decoding of the elnmanury armm.-I ansocintnd with
“"5 7”"-"°")'_|5¢5CflPt0r. Tlus field is undefirlud if the hi:mrchy_typc value is 15 (base layu).

hkrmlamhannel ~ The _hiem:har_channn: is n 5.5:: ficld 'l.ha.l'. indlcntas the innanded channel number for ‘Ilse
associmd program elerrmnl m an ordered at nf u-ansmission duannaln. Th: mnsl robust transmission channel is defined
by thc lowest valua of this field with respect to the man]! uanmisnim hierarchy definition.

NOTE "A 85"" hifilfi-T|'=h}'_€hInl'I¢1 may at the sum: lira: be n.nip::.d an Icvnral pmgnm ol:|1'|en,|_|_

3-5-3 Registration datriplnr

(w:1'_Eg:"::‘;'A-d”"1P‘“T PFDVW’-5 fl manhod to urnqucly und unamblguousiy idumfy fnmma of private data

52 rm-1 Rec. 1222.1:-‘(I995 E)
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...;f_.. __.__._. '

InI38]!-1*: 1% (E)

’futfiuO; iv:N'. I-H){

} Iddifloaal_He1I|lflcIIlIn,_lIlI'o 
fImnnI_1dunllIa- - The fmmaudmfifiu is a 32-bit value obtained from a Rcgist-mien Aufiuwity u duignnlsdH/w‘,3m,‘ bySC19.

nddiIlunaJ__lIl:n|1flnI|un_JIio - The meaning of addi1iuna1_im-.ntificntIon_,i1lfo hymn. if any. are dufirml by tho
assigns. of I.hI1furI'nI.t__id¢n'Iifln'. and Imendcfiwed me}! shall nutchlnsc.

1.£10 ball I-[rum Illylnant dun-Ipmr

1‘Iicdaunn-umalignmeat duczipmr dzscribea which cypenfallgnramris pzueut In uaussnciimd ckmenmy mm. It
lhadala._IJ!_gurrnc11LlndicatI:rintl:aPES pacJ:e:hcnderixas:uo'I'andua:dcsuip1orisp2-uncut. fligltnlanl-Iaspactfintf
In this descriptor -1: required (an Table 1-46).

 
1.6.11 Scmlnflts of fields in data strum Ilignmcat desalphr

align.nIenl_typ¢ — Table 2.4? describes the video Illgnmanl type when use ¢am_aIignmenumflcamr In the PBS packet
hzadtx has a vain: o1"1‘. In such use of nlinmem_:ype value the Era: P£'S__9ackc:_dm:_hyt: following In PBS header
shall be the first bye: of a sun node of I11: type indicated in Table 2-47. A: the beginning of a video saqnencc. flu:
alignment shall mu: 9: the sumcod: of :h: first saquance header.

NO'l"E— Specifying alignrnuu type 1!!’ from Twit 247 due: no! pmciuda flu: Ilipununt from beginning at I GO? or SE2

Thcdcfirritiun ofacncss null for videodamlu given in 2.I.I.

 
rm-1' Inc. Emu (1995 B) 53
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.-.-.. ....,..._..__A , ..____j._......_..._...._.. _...............

. mo um,‘-lzufitg)

Table 248 duuibes the audio alignment type when the dan1_IllgmnerIt_Indlca1or in the PBS p-eke! healer nu a value _
of '1'. In this case the firs: PES_pacI:e1_dun_byte following the PES bade: in Ihe first byte of an audio sync ward.

Tnble 148- Audio strum nllgmunl ulna

 
1.6.1": Target lmckaot-ml pa asuipm

1!r1iir'2l"-1 It ispnssihlelolaaveoneermme vldeosuums whl:lL when dnmdnd. an: not intended to occupy me full dlspley ma
te.s. a moniker). '11:: enmhlnaslon of u:rget_hu:kg:uurxLn:-ld_dn=u-hm: and vidno_wincluw__deecrip¢ms snows the
display of them vidm window: in lheir desired ‘lomliona. Th: l.nr3et,hnekgmurId_grid_d:a:rip1nr is used no dt.iu'ibe I. .
mid of unit pixel: pnnjemad on lo the display aria Th: vidm_uvindnw_dea:aipmr in men and in dnescaibe. so: the
assncial.-.ud strum. the location on an grid at whhzh the up lefi pins] of the display window or display teeungle of the
video pwesenminn unit should be dlaplnyed. Tlnia in rqnucrlled in Figure 2-3.

 
FIgtn12r3iTII'gubIckg:uIlIdgri|dear1-iptnrdlsplayaiiaa

2.6.13 Semantic: olflcldx In target background trill descriptor

hOl'il;(lJIIl_SlIt - The horinunlal sire of the Luger background grid in pixels.

VcI1icIl_ail-e - The vertical! size ofthu target backgmunll. grid in pixels,

8-!PEl_I'Il'_|0_ln!ormI_tiua -— Specifies the sample aspect ratio or display aspect rule of the urge! bnckground grid,
A5[D'=¢L.rwn_lnfonnnnnn is defined in ITU-T Rec. H.252 l ISOIIEC 13818-2 (see ‘Fable 2-49}.

'l"n|:le 1-49 — Target. bnckgnund grid dun-lptur

l=rs=LhI=kzround_.sfiu_a=-scsipmro [

dam-Ipuj':g:n_lIol'hontIJ_:lu
m''Ilcn.l_atn:

’ |'~|P0¢Lnlln_ln.lorms|iuu

  
  
  

64 rm.-r Ree. n.z22.o (ms 1;:
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ISOIIEC 13813-1 :1996 (E)

1.6.14 Video window descriptor

'i‘hevidoowindowdcscxiptnriruacdmduuibedrewindowchuucuiodraofduonmlawdvldcoeianumqaucam.
tnvunes'ntuenoedIourgeshaokgroundgnddesuiptorfutheurnesnum.Mmne
urxcLhackxroun.d.zmLdescripuor in 2.6.12 (see Table 2-50).

 
U/'13/200

— 7-6.15 Suulnticrlellnllltllolficlrlslnvldcowiltdowdcscripinr

horiunlILolbet —‘1'irc value indicate: the hon-inn-ml position of the tap lei! pixel of theumenr video diepiny window
°rdiwlayf==¢Insle:rindicamd1n thopicuuedlapllyoxmminncathemltflbackpoudgridfudisphyudcfinodin
the lnrget_beckgmund_3r'iri_descriptsor. The top iefi pixeinf tin video window shall be one of the pixel! of the target
background grid (refer to Figure 2-3).

vet-iiai_omut — The value indlcetr: the Venice! position ofthc top let! pixel of the ctment video display window or
display rectangle if indicated in the picture displny extension on the target background grid for display as defined in the_
INse¢.backrmund_grid_dascdpnur. The top left pixel of the video window shall he one of the pixels of the target
background grid (teferto Figure 2-3).

windomprloriv-'l‘itevalluindicatu how winriowroverinp.Avoiue ofobcing iowertprlnr-tty and uvalueof Isis
the highest priority. Le. wirflowa with ptiorlty 15 are always visible.

2.5.15 Conditional access use-rpm

The conditional access deecrlptorvis uteri to specify both Sylflli-illidc condition! accent nlnegerncut infmnutinn such
uEMMsnndelemermrysoeun-speeifieinfomotlonsnchuECMs.ttrnoybeusedin\:othr.he
TS_,pmgrIrn_IlIBpJe9ti0n (refer no 2.4.4.8) and the pmynm_sueam_map (refer to 2.5.3). 1: any etumunuy Itrurn is
scrambled. a CA descriptor shun be present for the program containing that eiemenmy mam. If any system-wide
conditional woes; management lnfun-nation exists within a ‘transport stream. 1 CA descriptor shall be present in rheconditional access table.

when the CA descriptor is found in the TS_progmm_Jn|p_5cction tublejri = 05:02). the CAJID points to pocket:
eomolning program related access control information. such as mm. its presence as program infonnation indicates
applienbllity to the entire program In the some case. in presence as extended E9 infotmltion indicates lppliclbilily to
the usociund program olemmt. Provision in ulso made for private data.

When the CA descriptor is found in the CA_ser:tlon (table__id = 0101), the CA!!!) points in packets containing system-
wnde andlor access control management infonnation. such u EMML '

The contents of the Transport swam pockets containing conditional mesa information are privltcly defined
(see Table 2-51). _

Tnhie 2.-51 — Conditioul ocean dscriptnr

fnrli-=0. i<N: i-H-)(

I p:tnu_dm_byu 
ITU-T Roe. H3210 (1995 E) 65
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11: u want:

...__.._.._...._. __.........

1soIna.c'V'ii!_8lIkl-17:Hl996('B)

1.6.17 5¢:n|n\ictHh:ltiuIufl|drdslnenndlIiuunlIucusdm:d]1ln1'

CA_syiIul_ID — This is a 16-bit field indicating the tyil a! CA systzm applicable fw eilhzr III: auoclnud E04 and}!!!
E!-{M scum The coding of this is privately dalirmd and is no: specifiw by ITU-T I ISOIIEC.

c,\_p1|J..1'hisiga.13.hi1fieldind.ica1in;thnPIDofIll:1hn1pnnSImm|packctswhl:hIhnllcnnIninaid1crECMor
ENmIlnfo:muinnfnnhcCA:yaI:msu:pecifind withlhusnoclued CAJ'!8l=m_ID.T1Ic=nn|ants(ECM0rEMM)nf
flu packet: iudicmd by Ibo cA__PlD In detnrminnd frnurthc contul in which its CA_PlD is found. i.¢:. a
'!'SJ:ugnun_map,suc¢lanurIl1uCAubl:1nllr=1‘xanspm1Str:am.urtI|e:mam_ldfl2ldln1rL:Pmg1amSh=am.

2.6.13 180 83-9 lingual ducrlphr

The language descriptor is used to specify the language of the associated pmgrnm alcmem (see Table 242).

Tabla 1-51 - 130 E99 lung-up dean-iptnr

13Dj39_1-m|IIIgr._d:xrIpfiI() l
du|:rIpt.nr_n¢
Ilucrlywr lentils
ruauo-_i'<N;l-a+)[

l9D.63!Ja:s\1II=_w|l¢
Iu.lla_Q|Ie

} 
2.6.19 Sumullicddlnilzlua ufllelrln III ISO 9 lung!-I-Ix: Ilesulvtor

lSO_&'!9JIngIngt,mtle — Idefirlfiu the language or language: used by Ihl: associltnd program clam-..nt. The
1'SO_639‘_la.ng-uagr._codn contains a 3-¢li.amctr.r cod: :5 specified by ISO 639. Part 2. Each din-aster is coded Into 8 bits
according to ISO 8859-1 and innmd in order into this 74-hi: field. In the cup. of multilingual audio stmuns the
sequence of 1SO_639_1n.ngunge_cods fields shall reflect the canumt of Ill: audio mam.

an:lio_type — The aud'Io_l:)‘pc is an 8-bit field which npacifiu Ilu-. type of steam defined in ‘male 2~53.

frame 2-53 — mi._i,.. was

i
T

dun allnch — This field innficatm that the refemncod plugtmn fl¢|11n11{h,g_§ no lg]-|8|,|_§8¢_

  
 

   B104-DJIFF

I-wrtn: Impaired -This fiald indizarns mm the tefcrencai program element is pteparcd for the hunting impairud.
I'|s:nI_impairu|_.n-aornmcu
imp , flow‘ W3’ ‘ W5 W6 |'fl|1i|=Il¢=I the! the refe-mncad pmgram ale-I'I|¢nl is prcpm-ad for the visually

1.6.10 Sntcm duck descriptor

[fan tamnl lock rel - . .
.,...:.“;",‘.§.“.;.1'”.:;’E?’;.‘§:‘.:.’;.*7T.i1.‘I7"°°"""°""“*‘““"““"'“"'"° *- mum ww-Hr

66 [TU-‘I’ Rec. E1210 (1595 la)
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ISOIIEC 13818-1 : 1396 (B)

Ifthesyslzruciuckismureaoct1ntethIn:in:30ppmu:mm::ytequi:cd.1henIheu=cn:ncy oflheclockcnnbe
communicated by encoding itin the ciock_&cur‘K:y fields. The cloak frequuuq aneurlcy is:

ciot:k_au:uracy__integer X l0**’°*-F°“"‘°¥—‘*P°“"' ppm ('2-26)

if c1uck__eceunu:y_imeget is net to 0, than the system clock at:cum:y is 30 ppm. When
e:u:l'niILclnck_|'efeteI1:e_indicatt)r in nu to '1'. the cheek ne-cu:-ney pcmina tn the enema! reiuenee dockTable!-54).

til:
[Set

Table 1-54 - System dad bet-iptnr

ii.-1:5. *=-r- 
1531 Semantic delinition of fluids In syntax: dud: deurlptnt

ut-ernal_dod._n!cr~en:e_jnd.Icatnr - This is a 1-bit indicator. when set to '1'. it llldinnlns that the system clock has
been dcxived from an external frequency reference that my be available I! use dander.

dock_tutuncy,Inht::cr — This is a Hair integer. Together with the cluck_:eeut-ney_e:panem, it gives the fractional
frequency accuracy of the system clock in parts per million.

dnck_at:t:ut-aey_e.qnnent — This is a 34:1: integer. Together with the c1ock_eeeuru:y_inte3cr. it given the fnctional
frequency ncctlmny of the sysiea-:1 clock in parts permjlljon. - -

‘ , _ _- 1.6.12 Multipl halter ulfllnlion dceaiptnr

The multiple: huficr utiiizntitm descriptor provides bounds on the occupancy of ti: STD multiple: huff:-3. This
infmmitiun it intent-ed for devices such as rernuiliplexcrs. which may use this iuhzunruatiun to :'|Ippm'l a desired
re-multiplexing strategy (see Table 255).

Tnltle 2-55 — Malflfla: buffer utilization dcscriptnr

 
2.6.23 Semantic definition of Held: in multiple: bullet utllintinn desu-Ipnr

:t;u:I3flvaJtd_nng — A value or ‘1' indicaJ._es that me L'I‘w_nffset_lowe:_bouud and the LTW_on‘sat_upper_bound fields

L-'l'W_olleet__lower bound — This 15-bit field is definui only lfthe bnuru'1__vaJid flag his 3 value of'i'. What defined,
1‘{‘.:_‘w“:‘'‘’m’‘t‘jo'i':T";:’:n§’ (27 Bfizfi; :30) flask paw. I:Tt:;i':n;i;mftg.$e L1;w_oflm (refer to 2.4.3.4). The-— _ NPFCSE wexv mi 13113.: __|: woudh|\m.tfthatfie!dwueeode¢|in

ITU-1‘ Ree. 11.2210 (1995 1:) 57
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every packet of thesueam tn uueuns referenced by this deseriptnr.A.cma1 LTW_uffset fields my army‘ not becoded
In the Ititstrwtt when the multiple: bufiet utilization denuipmt is present. This bound is ulid will the next occurrence '
of this d-BE-Cl'i.pIDI'.

LT\'iT__nlI'scl..||lIlI¢?_hnnn.tl -—‘l1-«is 15-bit field is defined uttiy if the boun-d__vnJiti has a value of '1'. when defined. this
-'._‘-H ' field has the unit: of {'27 MH: I 300) cinch p:I'iod.!. II defined ft)! III LTW_ofieet (refer to 1.4.3.4}. The

LTW_n|’fs9.LI.Ip'pet'_l5mu\tl represents the Iaxgeat value that my L'l'W_0ffitel field wwld have. if that item were ended in
every peeltet of the stream or stt-cunt referenced} by this descrlptnr. Aetttal LTW_nffset fields may or may not be coded
inlthe bitstream when the tnuttiplex ltufiet utilization desu-iptnt is present. This bound in wild until the next ecetmeecc
of this d.Bat:‘I".|.pl’|'.I|'.

2.6.14 Cnpyflght tleaeriptor

The WP3‘l'lshLd=5=flpiuI' provides a tnetltod to ettebltt audio-visual works identification. This copyri.ght__dt:u:t1ptut
applies to pwgmns or pmgmm elernents within pmgtemt (see Table 2-56).

1 l /1 Li 3 Vrl

Tlltiei-56-Cttpy'I'$t.t'lBfl'ipI.or

=°wdshLd=I=riPWO (
duet-[pm-__tu
5¢Ifl'lPM'..1nl1h
N11.t‘lU|l.Jt|tnt!I!|u-
fw(i=D: I (N: i-I+)[

} dtllfimIl_.WP!"$1JlI.ltt 
16.15 sunantte delinttton or field: ltt copyright desu-inter

nnprHt'.|n._lutenunu-— ‘His new is I. 32.tm uelue clbtninttd ftotn the Itegmmion Authority.

alldil1oaIl__en]ut-lghl._lJtIo- The running of additiona1__oopyrlgi'tt_info bytes. '11’ tiny. am defined by the assigns: Ollhat
= ‘- - copy:-ight_identifier. and one defined. they shall not change.

2.6.16 Mnarinun bitnte descriptor

See Tttble 2-57.

Table LS7 - Maximum bttrate descriptor

rtt.Iuirrtt.1tn_hitntu,_fiesaiptut'() I
than-iptnr_t:gti hr-flitl June":

ninth:-.etnt_hitrnte 
2.6.27 Semlttlk dd'|n]Hm ttffldds ti muintnnt hitrete dest.-1-I-ptnr

|nI:Iittm1n..btttIte — The muimutit hitme laeuded as a 12-bit pntitive Integer in this field. The value indium an
IIDPBI Wind of tr}: bitme. includit-.3 mnepurt ovfllteai, that will be encountered in this pt-ngnm element or program.
75° VII“ 07 “WU-|h|Iln_bIha1e is expressed in units of 50 bytcafsenond. ‘I11: :twtit11I.tm_bitrnte_deuIiptn: is included in
""° P""’3"""‘ M‘? Tm‘ T18 Presence in extended prugnim infonttatiun indicates applicability to the entire
Pmgltam. Its presence as F5 infnrrnatiun indicates spptienbility to the nssociated ptngram eIetnenL

63 mJ-1"nn-_ tu.:t2.nu9-.is1zi
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. ISOIIECISCIB-1:199‘ (3)

2.6.18 Print: dot: lndlumr ace:-lptur
See Table 153.

Tnble 1-5l- Pt-lute flat: lndiulw dalerlpbr

privIne,d:tl_iIIdlt:Ilw,thulpmt'0 1
dIII='lpflr_hg
‘N-'!|5'll’l|||’J¢38W
p1'§VIh___lhhJlHlfllo1' 

1.5.39 SIInluflcdnI‘inlflnd'Ihldu|II‘flvIt:dIblntiicllurdcDcr||)II:I’

prhIu_dntn_.tuatu-tor — The vllue of the pa+vue_uu_mtmo.- in privatc uut Ilutll not he mama by nu»! Itsornac.

1.6.30 Smoothing hula-.r dent:-lnor

This descriptor is optional and convey: information about the sin of a smoothing bufiu. SB... nsoctnted with this
desu-iptor_, am! the ansocinted teal: rate omofthat buffet’. for the program ele.-nent(s) that It refer: to.

In tltecnseofmanspott Stteerns.l:ytesof'ma.11spt:ttSttun1pank:I: nftlseauncinntlpmgnm elemmt(s)presentin the
Transpm stream are input to it buffer 53,. unit: given by sh_ul:e, ud-netlmo deflnedlryqmttlun 2-4.

lntlteeaseoflfirugnmstreams.byteuofnl1PESpa:htkofute:ssod.utndelemenunr 511'!‘-lllI.llBilI|1l’.lIl£|i|lllfl'l.'%tSB.,
nfniu given by tb_si1-e. at thetinto defluutuy equation 2-21.

'ln:entlnereisdutapreaentinttttshuElt:.bytesa:etetnovedltomtltinbttllctuametteflned hyehJe-Ik_nto."l1n=
buffer. 85. shall never ovuflow. During the mrttitmmta enistnnee of a program. the wine of the elemct-as of the
smoothing Buffer descriptor of the tllfluent program eletnen1.(s) in the program. shall not change.

The meaning of the smoothing bufi‘e:_d:.n:rlpu:rr In only defittotl when It is included in the Pl'tI'l' or the Ptogntn Swan.
M131. '

If. in tttztmeofeTranspottStt-cam, ttispruenttn thefls lnfninthul’I'og-tIm1tlq:Tahle,nll1‘nn.IptxtSttuxnpa.:knts
ofdte PID of that pmgram element utter the smoothing buffet.

If. in the can of: 'l‘rattspot1 Stream, it in ptesetu in the progn.tnlttfom1.ntiort. the follnflttghmapnn Strum packet:
nnterthl: mtootlting buffer:

- all Th:-.-sport Strum packet: of all FED: listed I! elunertha-y_FII)s in the etttendeti ptognm lnfornnliunu wellaa:

' allTrl.I1sponSuua.rrtpuc:k:lsofthcP1Dwltidti:aqualtoliI:PMT_PIDofthiuat:d.nn;

- allTnrmportSuenmpackeuoftttoPC!R_PlDofIlIeptngrm1.
All bytes that enter theauodated ltufhr also unit It

At any given time Eta: shall he at most one descriptor refuting to any irtdlvidual pmgnm element and It most one
descriptor referring to the pmgmn in Its antitely. -

1|/l3r2{|L

Table 1-59 - Smootlthtg httllhr descriptor

smuythlng,_bufl'cr_da:etiptnt 0 [
ducrlptonug
d:a:rlpIor_lengtltrun-rad
IbJu1‘._rIfie
ffllfld
nb_plu 
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, _ IZSOIIEC 13815-I :199m:jm I U '
2.6.3] Sennnfloddhiflundffldshnmmmlubofluéuuhwr

sb_luig_nte - This '22-bi! field is coded as a positive images. Its contents indicate the value of the led: me out of the
SB... bufferfcr lho associated elamanuny stream or olha that: In units of aoouws.

ah_pI:.a - This 11-on new is coded as a positive image-. IK8 contents Indiana the value of the size of the multiplcling
buffer smoothing buficr S3, for the associated elementary stream or other data in units of 1 byte [we Tnble 2~59).

1.6.31 STD descriptor

Thladescrlptorlsupdonalartd Ipplies nn!ytnmeT-STDmodoIandtovidoo:1:meuluyau'aam1. and is made:
specified 2.4.1. This descripoar does no: apply In Prugnm Suuanu (see Table 2-60).

Table 1-G0-8'I"Ddesd‘lpmr

ll/13/20H

 
2.6.33 Scnnnfle dallnhion nfm-Ida In 511) duerlptnr

|¢nk..VIIld_nIg — 1"helea.|:_vaJld_flngia a 1-bit flog. when set to '1'. the transfer of data [tom the Imfiu MB. to me
buffer BE, in the T-STD uses lhe leak method as defined in 2.42.3. If this flag has a value oqull tn 1}‘. and the
Vb\I'_dE-ll! fibldl Present in the associated vitloo mum do not have the value UXPFFF. Ihe transfer of dams fmrn the
buffer MB, to the bufferfifin uses the vbv__de1ay method as defined in 2.4.2.3.

2.6.34 IBI’ Iltnrlptnr

T1115 OFIIDIIB1 descripmr pmvides information about some chmuluiatlca of the sequence of frame types in lime video
sequent: (9.33 Table 2-6”.

Table 2-61 - IBP dwoflpbnr

 
2.6.35 Semantic definition of fields tn DIP destriptnr

d|1|H'1_E|'P.flI£ - Th-1! 1-bit 119.: set to ‘I’ indium that a sump of picmms header is encoder! before every
Hflmc 31113 |‘-fill 93¢ ¢iIJ==t|_a0p flag in set to 'l' in all group of pictures he-aclen in the video scquenoe.

idenlicalxomflis ~ This 1-his flag when set to '1' indium: than the number of P-framu and 3.5331,. am...“
”"’“°"'\ am‘ 3" Pk“-“‘= °°difl8 ‘)'P'-'3 311d 3H|lInI'IB= of piclme types hemeen 1 pictures '3 me some Lhm_ - ughoul the
W1’-|€I'l¢¢. except posalbly for the pictures up no the seuomi I-piomre. I

mu.sop_Ien:th - This mm u r ed ' Le -..a- Lhg - -
mnmmm Hficmms in we saw:‘micnufii nor lnjcfstrfmmsmgxxmum number of the coded psctuns between any two

70 rru-1* Rec. H.zzz.n (1995 3)
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« ISO/[EC 13818-1 : 1996 (E) T

2.7 Restrictions on the multiplexed stream semantics

2.7.1 Frequency of coding the system clock relerence

The ‘Program Stream shall be constructed such that the time interval between the bytes containing the last bit of
system__clock_rel'erence_base fields in successive packs shall be less than or equal to 0.7 s. Thus:

lt(t')' mu so.7s'

for all i and i’ where i and i’ are the indexes of the bytes containing the last bit of consecutive
systcm__cloclt_reierencc_base fields.

2.7.2 Frequency of coding the program clock reference

The Transport Stream shall be constructed such that the time interval between the bytes containing the last bit of
program_cloclt_reference__bnse fields in successive occurrences of the PCRs in Transport Stream packets of the
PCR_PiD for each program shall be less than or equal to 0.1 s. Thus:

11(1)‘ 1(l")| $0.18

for. all i and i‘ where i and i‘ are the indexes of the bytes containing the last bit of consecutive
program_clock_reference_base fields in the Transport Stream packets of the PCR_PID for each program.

There shall be at least two (2) PCRs. from the specified PCR__PID within a Transport Stream, between consecutive PCR
discontinuities (refer to 2.4.3.4) to facilitate phase locking and extrapolation of byte delivery times. ‘

2.7.3 Frequency of coding the elementary stream clock reference

-The Program ‘Stream and Transport Stream shall be constructed such that if the elementary stream clock reference field
is coded in any PBS packets containing data of a given elementary stream the time interval in the PES__5TD between the
bytes containing the last bit of successive ESCR_base fields shall be less than or equal to 0.7 s. In PBS Streams the
ESCR encoding is required with the same interval. Thus:

lr(i) — ta")! 5 0.7s

for all i and i‘ where i and i‘ are the indexes of the bytes containing the last bits of consecutive ESCR__basc fields.

NOTE — The coding of elementary stream clock reference fields is optional; they need not be coded. However if they are
coded, this constraint applies. <

2.7.4 Frequency of presentation timatamp coding

The Program Stream and Transport Stream shall be constructed so that the maximum difference between coded
presentation timestamps referring to each elementary video or audio stream is 0,7 s. Thus:

ltp,.(k) — tp»(k”)I s 0.75

for all n. k, and k’,"satisfying:

- P,,(k) and P,.(k”) are presentation units for which presentation timestamps are coded;

- k and k" are chosen so that there is no presentation unit, P,,(k’) with a coded presentation timestamp and
with it < k‘ < it”; and

- No decoding discontinuity exists in elementary stream n between P,.(k) and P,,(k").

In the case of still pictures the 0.7 s constraint does not apply.

2.7.5 Conditional coding of timestamps

For each elementary stream of a Program Stream or Transport Stream. a presentation timestamp (PTS) shall be encoded

for the first access unit. 7 I
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A decoding discontinuity exists at the start of an access unit A,.(j) in an elementary stream it if the decoding time td,,(j)
of that access unit is greater than the largest value permissible given the specified tolerance on the ’
system_clock_frequency. For video, except when trick mode status is true or when low_delay flag is '1‘. this is allowed
only at the start of a video sequence. If a decoding discontinuity exists inany elementary video or audio stream in the
Transport Stream or Program Stream, then 11 PTS shall be encoded referring to the first access unit after each decoding
discontinuity except when trick mode status is true.

When low_delay is '1‘ a PTS shall be encoded for the fuel access unit after an E13,, or B“ underflow.

A PTS may only be present in a l'!'U—T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 143818-l video or audio elementary stream PBS packet
header if the first byte of a picture start code or the first byte of an audio access unit is contained in the PPS packet.

A decoding_timestamp (DTS) shall appear in a PBS packet header if and only if the following two conditions are met:

_ - a PTS is present in the PES packet header:

- the decoding time differs from the presentation time.

2.7.6 constraints for scalable coding

If an audio sequence is coded using an ISO/IEC 13818-3 extension bitstream. corresponding decoding/presentation units '
in the two layers shall have identical PTS values.

If a video sequence is coded as a SNR enhancement of another sequence. as specified in 7.8 of ITU~'l‘ Rec. H.262 I
ISO/IEC 13818-2. the set of presentation times for both sequences shall be the same.

If a video sequence is coded as two partitions, as specified in 7.10 of ITU-1‘ Rec. H.262 l ISOIIEC 13818-2. the set of
presentation times for both partitions shall be the same. ' -

If a video sequence is coded as a spatial scalable enhancement of another sequence. as specified in 7.7 of ITULT I
Rec. H.262 I ISO/[BC 13818-2. the following shall apply:

- If both sequences have the same frame rate. the set of presentation times for both sequences shall be thesame.

 NOTE — that this does not imply that _tl_t_e picture coding typ‘e__i_s,the same in both layers.
0 If the sequences have different frame rates. the set of presentation times shall be such that as many

. presentation times as possible shall be common to both sequences.

- The picture front which the spatial prediction is made shall be one of the following:

- the coincident or most recently decoded lower layer picture:

' the coincident or most recently decoded lower layer picture that is an 1- or P-picture;

~ the second most recently decoded lower layer picture that is an 1- or P-picture. and provided that the
lower layer does not have low_delay set to '1'. .

If a video sequence is coded as a temporally scalable enhancement of another sequence. as specified in 7.9 of ITU-T
Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC l38l8~2. the following lower layer pictures may be used as the reference. Times are relative to
presentation times: .

- the coincident or most recently presented lower layer picture;

' the next lower layer picture to be presented.

2.7.7 Frequency of coding P-STD_ht1fl'er_slu in PES packet hders

In a Program Stream. the P-S'I‘D_buffer_scale and P-STD_buffer_slze fields shall occur in the first PBS packet of each
elementary stream and again whenever the value changes. They may also occur in any other PES packet.

2.7.8 Coding of system header In the Program stream

In a Program Stream, the system header may be present in any pack, immediately following the pack header. The system
header shall be present in the first pack of an Program Stream. The values encoded in all the system headers in the

Program Stream shall be identical.
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2.7.9 Constrained system parameter Program Stream

A Program Stream is a "Constrained System Paiameten: Stream" (CSPS) if it conforms to the bounds specified in this
subclause. Program Streams are not limited to the bounds specified by the CSPS. A CSPS may be identified by means of
the CSPS_flag defined in the system header in 2.5.3.5. The CSPS is a subset of all possible Program Streams.

Packet Rate

In the CSPS. the maximum rate at which packets shall arrive at the input to the P-STD is 300 packets per second if the
value encoded in the 1'aIe_bound field (refer to 2.5.3.6) is less than or equal to 4 500 000 bitsls if the
packet_rate_restr'tction.tleg is set to 'l‘. and less than or equal to 2 000 000 bitsia if the packet_,rate__tesu~iction_flag is set
to '0'. For higher bit rates the CSPS packet rate is bounded by a linear relation to the value encoded in the rate__bot.1nd
field.

Specifically, for all packs p in the. Program Stream when the packet_rate_restriction_flag (refer to 2.5.3.5) is set to a
value of ' 1',

 

NP * [ Rm 2 27s(m).-:(t))x30oxmax1.4_5xw6 (-)

and if the pa-::ket_rate_restriction_flag is set to a value of '0‘

NF ' 3 1 Rm” ] (2 25)S(r(t')—:(t'))x Ooxrnax .2_Uxm6 -

where

am, = s x 50 x rare_bou.-Id bitsfs _ (2-29)

NP is the number of packet__stan_code_prefotes and system_hea.tler_stan__codes between adjacent
pa.ck__stal1__,codes or between the last paclt_start_code and the MPEG_progra.rn_end_code as defined in
Table 2-3] and semantics in 2.5.3.2.

(G) is the time. measured in seconds. encoded in the SCR of pack p.

r.(i') is the time. measured in seconds. encoded in the SCR for pack p + I. immediately following pack p, or in
the case of the final pack in the Program Stream. the lime of arrival of the byte containing the last bit of
the MPEG_program_end_code.

Decoder Butter Size

In the case of a CSPS the maximum size of each input buffer in the system target decoder is bounded. Different bounds
apply for video elementary streams and audio elementary streams. '

In the case of a video elementary stream in a CSPS. the following appliw:

B5,, has a size which is equal to the sum of the size of the video buffet‘ verifier (Vb\") 8-S Specified in [TU-T REE 3-252 l
ISOIIEC 13S18—2 and an additional amount of buffering BS.“ BS,“ is specified 85:

55“; 5 MAX [6 x 1024, Rm“ x 0.001] byte:

where Rvmax is the maximum video bit rate of the video elementary stream.

In the case ofan audio elementary stream in a CSPS, the following applies:

B3,, 5 4096 bytes

2.7.10 Transport Stream

Sample rate locking ln Transport Streams

in the Transport Stream there shall be a specified constant rational relationship between the audio sampling "116 9-lid lhfi
system clock frequency in the system target decoder, and likewise a specified rational relauonslup between the video
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frame rate and the system clock frcquency.'1"he system_clocLfrequency is defined in 2 . 4 .2. The video frame rate is
specified in ITU-T Rec. H.262 l ISOHEC 13818-2 or in ISOIIEC 11172-2. The audio sampling rate is specified in ‘
ISDIILEC 13813-3 or in ISOIEEC 11112-3. For all presentation units in all audio elementary’ Streams in thfi T1'anSP0I1
Stream. the ratio of systetn_clock_frequency to the actual audio sampling rate. SCASR. is constant and equal to the
value indicated in the following table at the nominal sampling rate indicated in the audio stream.

system_clock_frequency

SCASR = attdio_,rimpt'e_rare_,in_rhe_T-STD
(2-30)

. X . . .

The notation "p denotes teal dwtston.

Nominal audio
sampling

frequency (ltH z) 
For all presentation units in all video elementary streams in the Transport Stream. the ratio of systern_clock_frequency
to the actual video frame rate. SCFR. is constant and equal to the value indicated in the following table at the nominal
frame rate indicated in the video stream.

system~_cI0ck__frequenr:y

SC” “ frarne_rare_in_rh.-:_T—STD

 

The values of the SCl=R are exact. The actual frame rate differs slightly from the nominal rate in ones where the
nominal rate is 23,9’.-'6, 29.97. or 59.94 frames per second.

(2-3 1 )

  

2.8 Compatibility with ISOIIEC 11172

The Program Stream of this Recommendation I International Standard is defined to be forward compatible with
ISOIEEC 11172-1. Decoders of the Program Stream as defined in this Recommendation 1 International Standand shall
also support decoding of ISOIIEC 11 172-1. ‘

7?‘
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Annex A

CRC Decoder Mode!

(This annex fonns an integral part of this Recommendation 1 Internationfl Standard)

A.0 CRC decoder model

The 32-bit CRC Decoder Mode! is specified in Figure A.l.

Renewed data and CRC__32 we
{rrtcnt slg'Ill|carI tit flrrst)

  
figure AJ. —» 32¢-hit CRC decoder model

The 32-bit CRC Decoder operates at bit level and consists of I4 adders '+' and 32 delay elements z(i). The input of the
CRC decoder is added to the output of z(3 I ). and the result is provided to the input 2(0) and to one of the inputs of each
remaining adder. The other input of each remaining adder is the output of z(i). while the output of each remaining adder
is connected to the input of 2.0 + l). with i =0. l. 3. 4. 6. 1 . 9. 10. ll. 15. 21. 22. and 25. Refer to Figure A.1above.

This is the CRC calculated with the polynomial:

X32+x25+x23+.x22+xl6+xl2+xIl+xl0+;;8+x7+x5+x4+x2+x+1 (A4)

Bytes are received at the input of the CRC decoder. Each byte is shifted into the CRC decoder one bit at a time. with the
left most bit (msb) first. For example, if the input is byte Ortot the seven '0‘s enter the CRC decoder first. followed by the
one '1'. Before the CRC processing of the data of a section the output of each dctay element 2.0) is set to its initial value
'1'. After this initialization. each byte of the section is provided to the input of the CRC decoder. including the four
CRC_32 bytes. After shifting the last hit of the last CRC__32 byte into the decoder. i.e. into 2(0) after the addition with
the output of z(3[), the output of all delay elements z(i) is read. In the case where there are no errors. each of the outputs
of z(i) shall be zero. At the CRC encoder the CRC_32 fieid is encoded with a value such that this is ensured.

/1'
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Annex B

Digital Storage Medium Command and Control (DSM-CC)

(This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation I international Standard)
li

3.0 Introduction I 1.
5!

'I‘he DSM CC protocol is a specific application protocol intended to provide the basic control functions and operations
specific to managing an ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 l ISO/[EC l38l8-l bitstream on digital storage media. This DSM CC is a
low-level protocol above networkl0S layers and below application layers. §

The DSM-CC shall be transparent in the following sense:

0 it is independent of the DSM used;

- it is independent of whether the DSM is located at a local or remote sites;
- it is independent of the network protocol with which the DSM-CC is intpifaced;
- it is independent of the various operating systems on which the DSM is idperated.

I

B.0.l Purpose E
Many applications of ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 l’ lSO/IEC l38l8—l DSM Control Cgtmmands require access to an
ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818»! bitstream stored on a variety of digital storage media at a local or remote site.
Different DSM have their own specific control commands and thus. a user would needito know different sets of specific
DSM control commands in order to access lTU-T Rec. H.222.0 I lSO/IEC 13818-I bitstrearns from different DSM. This

brings many difficulties to the interface design of an lTU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-1 or ISO 11172-1 application
system. To overcome this difficulty. a set of common DSM control commands, which is independent of the specific
DSM used. is suggested in,this annex. This annex is informative only. ISO/[EC l38‘,18-6 defines ‘DSM-CC extension
with a broader scope. ' _

‘.
it
I

3.0.2 Future applications . 5

Beyond the immediate applications supported by the current DSM control commarids. future applications based on
extensions of DSM command control could include the following: ' ’

Video on demand ‘ i

Video programs are provided as requested by a customer through various communication channels. The customer could
select a video program from a list of programs available from a video server. Such applications could be used by hotels,
cable TV, educational institutions. hospitals. etc. in

Interactive video services

In these applications. the user provides frequent feedback controlling the manipulation stored video and audio. These
services can include video based games, user controlled video tours. electronic shoppingfiete.

Video networks

Various applications may wish to exchange stored audio and video data through some tifpe of computer network. Users
could route AV information through the video network to their terminals. Electronic publishing and multimedia
applications are examples of this kind of application. j1

13.0.3 Benefits ' .

Specifying the DSM control commands independ of the DSM. end-users can pfe’rfonn ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I
ISO/[EC l38l8-l decoding without having to fully understand the detailed operation of the specific DSM used.

The DSM control commands are codes to give end users the assurance that the ISO/[EC 13818-1 bitstreams can be
played and stored with the same semantics. independent of the DSM and user interface. ‘They are fundamental
commands for the control of DSM operation.
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B.0.4 Basic functions

l!.0_:«_l.1 Stream selection

The DSM-CC provides the means to select an [TU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 138l8-I bitstream upon which to perform
the succeeding operations. Such operations include creation of a new bitstream. Parameters of this function include:

- index of the ITU-T Rec. l-1222.0 l ISOIIIEC 13818-i bitstrearn (the mapping between this index and a
name meaningful to anapplication is outside the scope of the current DSM-CC)

- mode {retrieval/s_torage)

13.0.4.2 Retrieval

The DSM CC provides the means to:

° play an identified ITU-T Rec. H.222.0l ISOIIEC l38l3—l l:titso'e.t1rt't;

* play from a given presentation time;

* set the playback speed (normal or fast);

' set the playback duration (until a specified presentation time, the end of the bitstrr-arn in forward play or
the beginning in reverse play or the issuance of a stop command);

' set the direction (forward or reverse);

' pause;

' resume‘.

' change the access point in the bitstream;

' stop. _ . - _

B.O.-L3 Storage

The DSM-CC provides the means to:

- cause storage of a valid bitstrearn for a specified duration;

' CEIJSE storage [0 stop.

DSM-CC provides a useful but limited subset of functionality that may be required in DSM based ITU-T Rec. H.222.0l
ISOHEC [3818-l applications. It is fully expected that significant additional capabilities will be added through
subsequent extensions.

13.] General elements

B.l.l Scope

The scope of this work consists of the development of a Recommendation I lntemational Standard to specify a useful set
of commands for control of digital storage media on which an l"l"U-T‘ Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-l bitstrearn is
stored. The commands can perform remote control of a digital storage media in a general way independently of the:
specific DSM and apply to any ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 l ISOIIEC I3818-I bitstream stored on a DSM.

B.l.2 Overview of the DSM-CC application

The current DSM-CC syntax and semantics cover the single user to DSM application. The user's system is capable of
retrieving an ITU-T Rec. H.222.D l ISOIIEC l38lB-I birstrearn and is also (optionally) capable of generating an
ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 l ISOIIEC l3lil8-l bitstream. The control channel over which the DSM commands and

acknowledgments are sent is shown in Figure B.l as an out of band channel. This can also be accomplished by inserting
the DSM-CC commands and acknowledgments into the l'l'U-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC l38l8-I bitstreams if an out ofhand r-l-mnnr-I le nnr nuoilnl-tin
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ISCJHEC 13813
Blmroan

ISOIIEC 1?-B18
Blttstrorn 

__, _.-I -nsotesosseiu

figure 3.1 - connganiion or DSM-CC appllcaliori
_.- '.a"'

B.l.3 The ti-ansrlnission of DSM-CC commands and acltnowledgmettts

The DSM--‘CC is encoded into a DSM-CC bitstream according to the syntax and semantics defined in B.2.2 through
B.2.9. The DSM-CC bitstream can be transmitted both as a stand alone bitstresm and in an ITU-T Rec. I-1222.0 I
ISOIJZEC l38lB-1 Systems bitstmam.

When the DSM-CC bitstreatn is transmitted in stand alone mode. its relationship to the Systems bitstream and the
decoding process is illusuated in Figure 3.2. in this case. the DSM-CC bitstrearn is not embedded in the Systems
bitstrearn. This transmission mode can be used in the applications when the DSM is connected directly with the
ITU-'1' Rec. I-1.222.!) I ISOIIIEC 13818-l decoder. it can also be used in the applications where the DSM-CC bilstream1

could be conoolled and transmitted by other types of network multiplexers. l

 
 
ISCMEC 13818 Bttstret-rn . W90 Hfitmd»
(No osu-cc srmeciuae) --

DSM-CC B-ltstream nsM.cc Decoded (ISM-CC
De-coda‘

T505355-Inuit

Figure B.2 - DSM-CC bitstream decoded as a standalone bitstream

 

For some applications. it is desirable to lransmit the DSM-CC in an ITU-T Rec. H.2i2.0 l ISO/IEC i3Bl8-I systems
bitsttesm so that some features of the ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818-1 systems bitsucam could be applied to the
DSM-CC bitsoearn as well. In this case. the DSM-CC bitstrearn is embedded in the systems hitstream by the systems
multiplexer. ‘

The DSM-CC bitstream is encoded by the systems encoder in the foilowing process. First. the DSM-CC bitstream is
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then multiplexed into either a Program Stream (PS) or a Transport Stream (TS) according to the requirement of the
transmission media. The decoding procedures are the inverse of theencoding procedures and are illustrated in the block
diagram of the Systems decoder depicted in Figure 13.3. -

In Figure R3. the output of the Systems decoder is a video bitstream. audio bitstream and/or DSM-CC bitstream. 'I‘he
DSM-CC bitstream is identified by the stream_id. value '11ll 0010' as defined by the strear'n_id Table 2-18. Once the
DSM-CC bitstream is identified. it follows the rules as specified by T-STD or P-STD.

ISO/IEC 13818 Bltstreun
{DSM-CC is embadcbd)

 
B.2 Technical elements

13.2.1 Definitions

1 For the purposes of this Recommendation I International Standard. the following definitions apply:

11.2.1.1 DSM-CC: Digital Storage Media Command and Control Commands that are specified by Recommendation
1-1222.0 l ISO/[EC 13818-1 for the control "of digital storage media at a local or remote site containing an l'I'U-T Rec.1-1222.01 1S0/[EC 13818-1 bitstream. , .

13.2.1.2 DSM ACK: The acknowledgment from the DSM-CC command receiver to the command initiator.

13.2.1.3 MPEG hitstt-cam: ‘An ISO/IEC 11172-1 Systems stream. ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-I Program
Stream or ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-l Transport stream. .

13.2.1.4 DSM-CC server: A system, either local or remote. used to store and/or retrieve an ITU-T Rec. 11222.0 I
[SO/lEC 13818-1 bitstream. ' . 1

'B.2.l.5 point of random access: A pointin an ITU-T Rec. 11222.0 1 ISO/IEC 13818-1 bitstream with the property
that for at least one elementary stream within the bitstream. the next access unit. 'N'. completely contained in the
bitstrearn can be decoded without reference to previous access units, and for every elementary stream in the bitstream all
access units with the same or later presentation times are completely contained subsequently in the bitstrearn and can be
completely decoded by a system target decoder without access to infonnation prior to the point of random access. The
bitstream as stored on the DSM may have certain points of random access; the output of the DSM may include
additional points of random access manufactured by the DSM's own manipulation of the stored material (e.g. storing
quantization matrices so that a sequence header can be generated whenever necessary). A point of random access has an
associated PTS. namely the actual or implied P'I‘S of access unit ‘N’.

15.2.1.6 current operational PTS value: The actual or implied PTS associated with the last point of random access
preceding the last access unit provided from the DSM from the currently selected ITU-T Rec. 1-1,222.0 I
ISO/[EC 13818-1 bitstream. if no access unit has been provided from this ITU-T Rec. I-1222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-1
bitstream, the DSM is incapable of providing random access into the current bitstrearn. then the current operational PI‘S
value is the first point of random access in the ITU-T Rec. 11222.0 1 ISO/IEC 13818-1 bitstream.
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3.2.1.1 DSM-CC bitstrearn: A sequence of bits satisfying the syntax of 13.2.2.

B.2.2 Specification IJIDSM-CC syntax _

- Every DSM control command shall commence with a start_code. as specified in Table 3.1.

- Every DSM control commandshall have a pat:lcct_lengfl1 to specify the number of byte in '3. DSM-CC
packet

- When the DSM-CC bitstmarn is transmitted as a PBS packet as defined in 2.4.3.6, the fields up to the
packe1_|ength field are identical to those specified in 2.4.3.6. In other words, if the DSM-CC prick’ I5
encapsulated in a PBS packet. the PES packet start code is the only start code at the beginninb‘ °_f 915
packet.

- The actual control command or anknowledgmenl shall follow the last byte of the pa»?-"«..|¢“E‘h fidd-

- An acknowledgment stream shall be provided by the DSM control bitstrearu Y’-A=€i"'¢f fiflef the P50055194
operation is started or is completed. depending on the command received-

- At all times the DSM is responsible for providing a nonnative I77-7'7 RG9 “-2210 ' ISOIIEC 133i3'l
stream. This may include manipulating the trick mo-dc bits duff"--sd in 2-43-5-

Tnble B.l - DSM4‘.-"C syntax

DSM_CCO [
pat:|iet_sttIrt_eodc_p1-ell:
sI.ream_ld
pncket_lengl.lt
onmmand_Jd
If(c0mrnand_id =='0'l') [

controlo
|elseif(cornmand_' ==‘02'}l

l n.ck{)
 

B.2.3 Semantics of fields in specification of D_SM-CC syntax

pacltet_st.a:1_code_pI'elix — This is a-24-bit code. Together with the stream_id that follows it constitutes a IEJSM-CC
packet start code that identifies the beginning of a DSM-CC packet bitstream. The packet_sttu't_c0d=.P1'BfiI 15 “'9 bl‘
suing ‘D000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001' (OKOOOOOI).

stre.am_lrl » This 8-bit field specifies the bitstream type and shall have a value '1 1 II 0010‘ for the DSM-CC bitsoeam.
Refer to Table 2-19. '

packet__length — This 16-bit field specifics the number of bytes in the DSM-CC packet immediately following the last
byte of this field. '

coInmand_ld - This 8-bit unsigned integer identifies the bitstream is a control command or an aci-:nowled$"'°'" W531“-
The values are defined in Table B.2.

_Table 12 -- Command_id assigned values
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B.2.-1 Control layer

Constraints on setting flags in DSM-CC control

' Al most one of the flags for select. playback and storage shall be set to 'l' for each DSM contml
command. If none of these bits are set. then this command shall be ignored.

- At most one of pause__mode. resume__mode. st0p___mode. play_flag. and jun1p_flag shall be set for each
retrieval command. If none of these bits are set. then this command shall be ignored.

- At most one of record_flag and stop_mode shall be selected for each storage command. If none of these
bits are set. then this command shall be ignored.

Sue Table 13.3.

Table B3 — DSM-CC control

contmlf) [
eeleet_lTI.ag
retricvII1__,flug
stat-nge_tIag
renewed
I:narizr_l:ll
If (s.e1ect_l1ag== '1) I

ItiI.ItreantJd [31,11]
nnrker__b|t
hitstreanutl [tux
ma:-ltu-__bll.
hits-lrum_id [LII]
ne1ea__mode
InI.rker_bll

UIII-llhihllllhlh-O
I-I

I-sullen-Il.ll-I
l
in relricvejlag as '1'] I

utnp_m;de .reservul
ms.rlter_blt
if (jurnp_fiag =3 '1') {

reserved
dlreclionjndleator

I tim:_code[)
if (plny_flug == '1 'J{

spe¢d_mode
dlreedolundlcator
reserved
tirne_cOdc()

I-O u-I--It-IO!-Ir-In--I-U-I
J

I
tflsloragejlag ==‘l') [

reserved
record_flag
stop_1not'le
irirccot-d_l1ag == '1') I

zime_code()
‘r

B.2.5 Semantics of fields in control layer

market-_bit —Th‘ts is a 1-bit marker [hat is always set to 'l‘ to avoid star! code emulation.

reserved_blts - This I2-bit field is reserved for future use by this Recommendation I International Standard for DSM
control commands. Until olherwisc svecified bv l'I‘U-T I ISOIIEC it shall have the value ‘D000 D000 0000‘.
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selectjlag -~ This 1-bit flag when set to '1' specifies a bitstream selection operation. When it is set to ‘O‘ no bitstrearn
selection operation shall occur. '

I'etrieval_llag — This 1-bit flag when set to ‘l’ specifies that a specific retrieval (playback) action will occur. The
operation starts from the current operational PTS value. .

storage__llag — This 1-bit flag when set to '1' specifies that a storage operation is to be executed.

bitstream_lD ~ This 32-bit field is coded in three parts. The parts are combined to fonn an unsigned integer specifying
which ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-I bitstneam is to be selected. It is the.DSM server's responsibility to map
the names of the 1TU~T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-1 bitstreams stored on its DSM uniquely to a series of numbers
which could be represented by the bitstream_ID.

seIect_rnode - This 5-bit unsigned integer specifies which mode of bitstream operation is requested. Table 8.4
specifies the defined modes.

Table 13.4 - Select mode assigned values

 
juntp_IIag — This I-bit flag when set to '1' specifies a jump in the playback pointer to a new access unit. The new PTS is
specified by a relative time_code with respect to the current operational PIS value. This function is only valid when the
current ITU-T Rec. H.222.0l1SOIIEC 13818-1 bitstream is in the "stop" mode.

plny_l'lag - This 1-bit flag when set to '1' specifies to play a bitstream for a certain time period. The speed. direction. and
play duration are additional parameters in the bit stream. The play starts from the currentroperational PIS value.

pause_mode — This is a one-bit code specifying to pause the playback action and keep the playback pointer at the
current operational PPS value.

resume_mode — This is a one-bit code specifying to continue the playback action from the current operational FTS
value. Resume only has meaning if the current bitstream is in the "pause" state. and the bitstteam will be set to the
forward play state at nomtal speed.

stop_mode — This is a one-bit code specifying to stop a bitstream transmission.

direction_indicator —- This is a one-bit code to indicate the playback direction. If this bit is set to '1'. it stands for a
forward play. Otherwise it stands for a backward play.

speed_niode - This is a 1-bit code to specify the speed scale. If this bit is set to '1'. it specifies that the speed is normal
play. If this bit is set to '0', it specifies that the speed is fast play (Le. fast forward or fast reverse).

recordjlag — This is one-bit flag to specify the request of recording the bitstream from an end user to a DSM for a
specified duration or until the reception of a stop command, whichever comes first.

B.2.6 Acknowledgment layer

Constraints on setting flags in DSM-CC control

Only one of the acks bits specified below can be set to '1' for each DSM aclt bitstream (see Table B.5).
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Table 11.5 - DSM-CC Acknowledgment

select_ack
retrleval_ac|t
storage_aclt
er-ror_aclr
reserved
marl:er_blt
cmd__statu.s
ll’ tcmd_status == '1‘ &&

(re'trieval_ack == '1' ll storage_aclr == ‘I ')) |
time_code() 

3.2.7 Semantics of fields in acknowledgment layer

select_ack - This l-bit field when it is set to '1' indicates that the ack() command is to acknowledge a select command.

retrieval_ack — This l~bit field when set to '1' indicates that the ack() command is to acknowledge a retrieval command.

stnrage_acl: — This l-bit field when set to '1' indicates that the ack() command is to acknowledge a storage command. 1

error_ack - This 1-bit field when set to '1' indicates a DSM error. The defined errors are EOF (end of file on forward
play or start of file on reverse play) on a stream being retrieved and Disk Full on a stream being stored. If this bit is set to
'1’. cmd_status is undefined. The current bitstream is still selected.

cmd_status — This 1-bit flag set to '1' indicates that the command is accepted. When set to '0' it indicates the command is
rejected. The semantics vary according to the command received as follows:

- If select__ack is set and cmd_status is set to '1'. it specifies that the [TU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-l
bitstream is selected and the server is ready to provide the selected mode of operation. The current
operational PTS value is set to the first point of random of the newly selected l‘l'U-T Rec. l~l.222.0 .
l ISO/IEC 13818-l bitstream. If cmd,sta‘tus is set to 'O';"-the‘ operation has failed and no bitstream is
selected. .

 

- - if retrieval_ack is set and cmd_status is set to '1‘, it specifies that the retrieval operation is initiated for all
retrieval commands. The position of the current operational PTS pointer is reported by the succeeding
time_code. '

- For the play_flag command with intinite_time_flag != '1', a second acknowledgment will be sent. This
will acknowledge that the play operation has ended by reaching the duration defined by the play__flagcommand.

- if the ctnd_status is set to '0' in a retrieval acknowledgment, the operation has failed. Possible reasons for
this failure include an invalid bitstream_lD. jumping beyond the end of a file. or a function not supported
such as reverse play in standard speed. ,

- If storage__ack is set. ‘it specifies that the storage operation is being started for the record_t‘lag command or
is completed by the stop__mode command. The PTS of the last complete access unit stored is reported by
the succeeding time_code.

- If the recording operation is ended by reaching the duration defined by the storage_t'lag command,
another acknowledgment shall be sent and the current operational PTS value after the recording shall be
reported. «

- If the cmd_status is set to '0' in a storage acknowledgment. the operation has failed. Possible reasons for
this failure include an invalid bitstream_ID. or the inability of the DSM to store data.

B.2.8 Tlme code

Constraints on time code

- A forward operation of specified duration given by a time_code terminates after the actual or implied PTS
of an access unit is observed such that PTS minus the current operational PTS value at the startof the
operation modulo 233 exceeds the duration.
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- ' A backward operation of specified duration given by a tit-ne_code terminates after the actual or implied _
P'I'S of an access unit is observed such that current operational FTS value at the start of the operation
minus that PTS modulo 233 exceeds the duration.

- For all the commands in the control() layer. the tirne_code is specified as a relative duration with respect
to the current operational PTS value.

- For all the commands in the ack() layer. the Lime_codc is specified by the iufitfll operational PTS value.

Table 13.6 — Tlme code

time_cocle(} {
reserved

lnfinlte_titne_l'lag
if (t'nfinite_tlmc_flag ==n '0') 1

I’62l"'\‘¢d
PIS [32,30]
marker
PTS 129.15]
tnttrket-_lIlt
PIS [l4..ll]
Inarlter_blt

I-

I- 0-‘III!-‘UH-Ital-AI---I 
3.2.9 Semantics of fields In time code

lnfln!te__flt:ue_!lag — This 1~bit flag when set to '1’ indicates an infinite time period. This flag is set to ‘l' in applications
where a time period for a specific operation could not be defined in advance.

PTS [32..li] - The presentation timestamp of the access unit of the oitstream. Depending upon the function. this can be
an absolute value or a relative time delay in cycles of the 90 kHz system clock.
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Annex C

Program Specific Information
(This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard)

C.0 Explanation of Program Specific Information in Transport Streams

Subclausc 2.4.4 contains the normative syntax. semantics and text concerning Program Specific Information. In all
cases, compliance with the constraints of 2.4.4 is required. This annex provides explanatory information on how to use
the PS1 functions. and considers examples of how it may be used in practice.

C.1 Introduction

This Recommendation I International Standard provides a method for describing the contents of Transport Stream
packets for the purpose of the demultiplexing and presentation of programs. The coding specification accommodates this
function through the Program Specific Information (PSI). ‘lltis annex discusses the use of PS1.

The PS1 may be thought of as belonging to four tables:

I) Program Association Table (PAT):

2) TS Program Map Table (PMT);

3) Network Information Table (NIT);

4) Conditional Access Table (CAT).

The contents of the PAT. PMT and CAT are specified in this Recommendation I International Standard. The NIT is a
private table. but the PID value of the Transport Stream packets which carry it is specified in the PAT. It must however,
follow the section structure defined in this Recommendation llntemational Standard.

C.2 Functional Mechanism

The tables listed above are conceptual in that they need never be regenerated in a specified form within a decoder. While
_ these structures may be thought of as simple tables, they may be partitioned before they are sent in Transport Stream
packets: The syntax supports this operation by allowing the tables to be partitioned into sections and by providing a
normative mapping method into Transport Stream packet payloads. A method is also provided to carry private data in a
similar fonnat. This is advantageous as the satne basic processing in the decoder can then be used for botlt the PSI data
and the private data helping to keep cost down. For advice on the "optimum placing of PS1 in the Transport Stream.see Annex D.

Each section is uniquely identified by the combination of the following elements:
i) table_id

The 8-bit table_id identifies to which table the section belongs.

- Sections with table_id 0x00 belong to the Program Association Table.

- Sections with table_id Dxol belong to the Conditional Access Table.

- Sections with table_id 0x02 belong to the T5 Program Map Table.
Other values of the table_id can be allocated by the user for private purposes.

It is possible to set up filters looking at the table_id field to identify whether a new section belongs to a
table of interest or not. '

ii) table_,ld_extenslon

This l6-bit field exists in the long version of a section. In the Program Association Table it is used to
identify the transport_stream_id of the stream - effectively a user-defined label which allows one
Transport Stream to be distinguished from another within a network or across networks. In the
Conditional Access Table this field currently has no meaning and is therefore marked as "reserved"
meaning that it shall be coded as OxFFFF. but that a meaning may be defined by ITU-T I ISO/IEC in a
subsequent revision of this Recommendation I International Standard. In a TS Program Map section the
field contains the program__number, and thereby identifies the program to which the data in the section
refers. The table_id_extension can also be used as a filter point in certain cases.
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iii) section_nuniber

The section_numbcr field allows the sections of a particular table to be reassembled in their original order
by the decoder. There is no obligation Within this Recommendation I international Standard that sections
must be transmitted in numerical order. but this is recommended. unless it is desired to transmit some
sections of the table more frequently than others. e.g. due to random access considerations.

iv) version_ntimber

When the characteristics of the Transport Stream described in the'PSI change. (c.g. extra programs added, V
different composition of elementary streams for a given program). then new PS1 data has to be sent with
the updated information as the most recently uagismined version, of the sections marked as “cut'rent" must
always be valid. Decoders need to- be’ able to identify whether the most recently received section is
identical with the section they have already processed I stored (in which case the section can be
discarded). or whether it is different. and may therefore signify a configuration change. This is achieved
by sending a section with the same table_id. table_id_extension, and section_number as the previous
section containing the relevant data. but with the next value version_number.

v) current_riext_indicator
.....4'''

It is important to know at what point in the bltstream the PS1 is valid. Each section can therefore be '
numbered as valid “now" (current), or as valid in the immediate future (next). This allows the
transmission of a future configuration in advance of the change. giving the decoder the opportunitrtb
prepare for the change. There is however no obligation to transmit the next Version of I Saction in
advance. but if it is transmitted. then it shall be the next correct version of that section.

C.3 The Mapping of Sections into Transport Stream Packets

Sections are mapped directly into Transport Stream packets. that is to say without a prior mapping into PES packets.
Sections do not have to start at the beginning of Transport Stream packets, (although they mail). because the start of the
first section in the payload of a--'Pra'nsporr‘Sn'eai-n ‘packet’ is'pointed to by the polnter__field. The presence of the
point_er_field, i_s_ signaled ,by the payload_unit_stait_indicator being set to a value of '1' in PS1 P8Ck¢lS- (III non-PSI
packets. the indicator signals that a PBS packet starts in the Transport Sn-earn packet)'{'Thc pointer-_field points to the
start of the first section in the Transport Stream packet. There is never more than one pointer__field in a Transport Stream
packet, as the start of any other section can be identified by counting the length of the first and any subsequent sections.
since no gaps between sections within a Transport Stream packet are allowed by the syntax.

It is important to note that within Transport Strearn packets of any single PID value. one section must be finishcd ht‘-fore
the next one is allowed to be started, or else it is not possible to identify to which section header the data belongs. If a
section finishes before the end of ii Transport Stream packet. but it is not convenient to open another section. 8 Stuffing
mechanism is provided to fill up the space. Stuffing is performed by filling each remaining byte of the packet with the
value 0xFF. Consequently the table_id value 0xFF is forbidden. or else this would be confused with stuffing. Once a
OJLFF byte has occurred at the end of a section, then the rest of the Transport Stream packet must be stufied with
OXFF bytes, allowing a decoder to discard the rest of the Transport Stream packet. Stuffing can also be performed using
the normal adaptat.ion_field mechanism.

C.4 Repetition Rates and Random Access

In systems where random access is a consideration. it is recommended to re-transmit PSI sections several times. even
when changes do not occur in the configuration. as in the general case. a decoder needs the PSI data to identify the
contents of the Transport Stream. to be able to start decoding. This Recommendation I International Standard does not
place any requirements on the repetition or occurrence rate of PS1 sections. Clearly though. repeating sections frequently
helps random access applications, whilst causing an increase in the amount of bitrate used by PSI data If program
mappings are static or quasi-static. they may be stored in the decoder to allow faster access to the data than having to
wait for it to be re-transmitted. The trade-off between the amount of storage required and the desired impact on channel
acquisition time may be made by the decoder manufacturer.

C.5 What is a Program?

The concept of a program has a precise definition within this Recommendation l International Standard lfeft‘-1' *0 2-1‘-42
program (system)]. For a Transport Stream the time base is defined by the PCR. This effectively creates a virtual channel

within the Transport Stream. 8 6
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_ _ ‘ _ . 9- v- "I- - d f u 1 ed n broadcasting. where a program is a colloctloh 0 _
Nlme mm lhgtreamlsnsfinlzte 3:7: Wielllnili ::ma;:nc$:$::e% ‘bit aiso with a common sun and end dm¢- A WM! Of
Elyerttratdttsntler rograms" (referred to in this annex 3 events) can be transmitted Sflfllfl‘-“I33”! in 3 TWI3l-7°11 Slmlm W08
mg same program number to create a "broadcasting conventional" TV-channel (sometimes called a service).  
Event descriptions could be transmitted in private__sections().

- ber hi b has significance only within a Transp¢_Jrt_ Strcatlh The
S (r Knsiggaflig: and Yin: permits 65535 unique Programs to em‘ “"1"” “ Tf;;P°“tream program; t...~ , . . . NIT). wh em] Trans ‘1 steam; are awn e to
the decoder (e'g' in a cshfilififeweq fmr:fen::>fic:ucc°er;r?f:lltlhedemuIfiplei:tr: sl)eY‘f,J8l’IIt11. lhel:’ccodeI' mus! 13¢ W55“ °f
both the transport_stream_id ao‘‘li‘.2: '" ° at S y

. - - gmn be of the service (to find the rightprogram within the multiplex). he -fish‘ mumplex) and the pm "um I

The Transport Stream mapping may be accomplished‘v......,e optional Netwo,-k mfafmfifiafl Table. Note that 019
Network Information Table may be stored in decoder non-volatitev=..v..«,,,_ to Mu“ channg] acquisition time. ln this
case. it needs to be transmitted only often enough to support timely deO0d°Bl?'l-msquufign sgpup operations. The contents
of the NIT are private. but shall take at least the minimum section structure. “ .

C.6 Allocation of program_number

' It may not be convenient in all cases to group together all the program element which share a common clock reference as
' one program. It Is conceivable to have a multi-service Transport Stream with only one set of PCRs, common to all. in
: general. though. a broadcaster may prefer to logically split up the Transport Stream into several programs. where the
I PCR_P1D (location of the clock reference) is always the same. This method of splitting the program elements into
: pseudo-independent programs can have several uses. Two examples follow:
I i) multilingual transmissions into separate markers

Qnc video stream may be accompanied by several audio streams in different languages. It is advisable to
include an example of the ]S0_639_lnnguage__descriplor associated -with each audio stream to enable the
selection of the correct program and audio. It is reasonable to have several program definitions with
different prograrn_numbe.rs, where all the programs reference the same video stream and PCR_PID, but
have different audio PIDs. it is. however. also reasonable and possible to list the video stream and all the

. — V audio streams as one program, where this does not exceed the section size limit of 1024 bytes.

ii) Very large program definitions

There is a maximum limit on the length of a section of 1024 bytes (including section header and
I CRC,_32). This means that no single program definition may exceed this length. For the great majority of
I cases. even with each program element having several descriptors, this size is adequate. However. one
I may envisage cases in very high bitrate systems. which could exceed this limit. It is then in general

possible to identify methods of splitting the references of the streams, so that they do not all have to be
listed together. Some program elements could be referenced under more than one program. and some
under only one or the other, but not both. a

C.7 Usage of PSIVin a Typical System

A communications system, especially in broadcast applications, may consist of many individual Transport Streams. Each
one of the four PSI data structures may appear in each and every Transport Stream in a system. There must always be a
complete version of the program association table listing all programs within the Transport Stream and a complete TS
program map table. containing complete program definitions for all programs within the Transport Stream. If any
streams are scrambled, then there must also be a conditional access table present listing the relevant EMM strearns
(Entitlement Management Messages). The presence of a NIT is fully optional.

I

I
I
I

. The PS1 tables are mapped into Transport Stream packets via the section structure described above. Each section has a
I table_id field in its header. allowing sections from PS1 tables and private data in p1ivate_scctions to be mixed in
. Transport Stream packets of the same PID value or even in the same Transport Stream packet. Note. however. that
| within packets of the same PID. a complete section must be transmitted before the next section can be started. This isI
I only possible for packets labeled as containing TS Program Map Table section or NIT packets however. since private

sections may not be mapped into PAT or CAT packets.

8'7
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  I 1 ~ - . ..
I | M M11008 be mapped Into Transport Stream packets with PD = 0x0000 and all ca sections be r

tgttclreta with PID = oxooot. PMT sections may be mapped into packets of user-selected PID value listed as 'i h ‘ . . , _ . ’

s. .‘:‘.'?.:.°..:s;.""..;: me am we m-ms rmsron
; v P°""5d *0 by lhfi entry program numbcr == 0x00" in the PAT. if the N11‘

Private data tables may be sent using the private_section() syntax_ such tables.”/-"6€"u'sed for example in a
b'°“d°“““3 °""i’°’““°'“ ‘° 59551550 3 Service. an upcoming event, bl‘0fldC35!‘;-,p1..»ctES ::.d related information.,/"

(2.8 The Relationships of PS1 su-um“-es

Fist-W C-1 shows an example of the ran_»_;....a.rp' between the four PS1 structures and the Transport Stream. Other
examples are possible, but the ftgurz st-«W-‘ '45: Primfiri’ ¢-‘0fln°°fi°"5-

In the following suhchu.-..c=, each PSI table is described.

C5,: Frogram Association Table

Every Transport Stream must contain a complete valid Program Association Table. The Program Association Table
gives the correspondence between a program_number and the PID of the Transport Stream packets that carry the
definition of that program (the PMT_PID). The PAT may be partitioned into up to 255 sections before it is mapped into
Transport Stream packets. Each section carries a pan of the overall PAT. This partitioning may be desirable to minimize
data loss in error conditions. That is. packet loss or bit errors may be localized to smaller sections of the PAT. thus
allowing other sections to still be received and correctly decoded. If all PAT information is put into one section. an error
causing a changed bit in the tabIe__id, for example. would cause the loss of the entire PAT. However. this is still
permitted as long as the section does not extend beyond the 102-‘. '.::.-‘:3 run.-lrr-um “I-neih hm"-

Prograrn (zero) is reserved and is used to specify the Network PID. This is a pointer to the Transport Stream packets
which carry the Network Information Table. -

The Program Association Table is always transmitted without encryption.

C.8.2 Program Map Table

The Program Map Table provides the mapping between a program number and the program elements that comprise it.
This table is present in Transport Stream packets having one or more privately-selected PID values. These Transport
Stream packets may contain other private structures as defined by the table_id field. Iris possible to have TS PMT
sections referring to different programs carried in Transport Stream packets having a common PID value.

This Recommendation l International Standard requires a minimum of program identification: program number. PCR
PID. stream types and program elements PIDS. Additional infomtation for either programs or elementary streams may be
conveyed by use of the descriptor() construct. Refer to C.3.6. ’

Private data may also be sent in Transport Stream packets denoted as carrying TS program map table Sections. This is
accomplished by the use of the private_section(). In a private_section() the application decides whether version_number
and current__next_indicator represent the values of these fields for a single section or whether they 813 8PP1i¢3b1¢ ‘O
many sections as parts of a larger private table.

NOTES

1 Transport stream packets containing the Program Map Table are transmitted unencrypted.

2 it is possible to transmit information on events in private descriptors carried within the TS_program_map_section()s.

C.8.3 Conditional Access Table

The Conditional Access (CA) Table gives the association between one or more CA systems, their EMM streams and any
. special parameters associated with them.

NOTE — The (private) contents of the Transport Stream packets containing EMM and CA Plffimfifl’-|'5 if P359“! “’i“v i“

general. be encrypted (scrambled). . Q 8
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Figun C.l — Program and nelwork mapping relationships
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C.8.4 Network IIlf0l'l1I8fi0lI'TIblC  
The contents of the NT!‘ are private and not specified by this Recommendation I lntemational Standard. In general. it will
contain mappings of user-selected services with transpori_stream_ids. channel frequencies. satellite transponder
numbers. modulation characteristics. etc.

C.8.5 Private_section0

Private_sections() can occur in two basic forms. the short version (where only the_ fields up to and including
section_length are included) or the long version (where all the fields up to and including last_section_number are
present,‘ and after the private data bytes the CRC_32 field is present). ‘

Pn'vate_secu'on()s can occur in PIDs which are labeled as PMT_PlDs or in Transport packets with other VPID
‘values which contain exclusively private_secti'ons(). including the PID allocated to the‘ ‘NIT. If the Transport Stream
packeu of tlte I-‘ID carrying the pi-ivate_section0s are identified as a PID carrying private_sectiorts (stream_type
assignment value 0x05). then only pn'vate_sections may occur in Transport Stream packets of that PI!) value. The
sections may be either of the short or long type.

C.8.6 Descriptors

There are several normative descriptors defined in this Recommendation I lntemationai Standard. Many more private
descriptors may also be defined. All descriptors have a common format: ltag. length. data]. Any privately defined
descriptors must adhere to this foniiat. The data portion of these private descriptors are privately defined.

One descriptor (die CA_dcscriptor()). is used to indicate the location (PID value of transport piicitels) Of ECM <53“
associated with program elements when it is found in a T8 PMT section. When found in a CA section it refers to EMMs.

In order to eittend the number of piivate_descrlptors available. the following mechanism could used: A private
descriptor_tag could be privately defined to be constructed as a composite descriptor. This entails privately defining a
further sub__descriptor as the first field of the private data bytes of the private descriptor. The described StI'||¢i'-We is 83
indicated in Tables Q1 and C.2. ’

Table C.1 —- CompOs|te_descrlptor

Composite_descriptor()(
descriptor_tag(prlvateIy defined)
tlesci-iptor_leogth

— for (i = 0; i < N; i++)(
sub_descriptor()

I

sub_deseriptor() (
sub_descrlptor_tag
sub_dwcrlptor_lengtli
for(i=0;i<N;i++){

private_dnta_hyte
) .

 
C.9 Bandwidth Utilization and Signal Acquisition Time

Any implementation of an {TU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-l bitstream must make reasonable bandwidth demands
for PSI information and. in applications where random access is a consideration. should promote fast signal acquisition.

This subclause analyses this issue and gives sortie broadcast application examples. 96
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The packet-based nature of the Transport Stream allows for the interspersing of PS1 information with fine granularity in
the multiplexed data. This provides significant flexibility in the construction and transmission of PS1.

Signal acquisition time in a real decoder is dependent on many factors, including: FDM tuning slew time, demultipiexing
time, sequence headers. I-frame occurrence rate and scrambling key retrieval and processing.

This subclause examines both the bitrate and signal acquisition time impacts of the PS! syntax subclauses 2.4.4.4 and
2.4.4.9. it is assumed that the Conditional Access Table does not need to be received dynamically at every program
change. This assumption is also made of the private EMM streams. This is because these streams do not contain the
quickly-varying ECM components used for program element scrambling (encryption).

Also, in the discussion below. the" time to acquire and process BCMs has been neglected.

The tables given below provide bandwidth usage values for a range of Transport Stream conditions. One axis of the
table is the number of programs contained in a single Transport Sweam. The other axis is the frequency with which the
PSI information is transmitted in the Transport Stream.

This frequency will be a key determinant of the component of signal acquisition time due to PS1 structures.

Both bandwidth usage tables assume that only the minimum program mapping information is provided. This means that
the PID values and stream types are provided with no additional descriptors. All programs in the example are composed
of two elementary streams. Program associations are 2 bytes long. while the minimal program map is 26 bytes long.
There is additional overhead associated with version numbers. section lengths, etc. This will be on the order of 1-3% of
the total PSI bitrate usage in sections of moderate to maximum length (a few hundred bytes to 1024 bytes) and will thus
be ignored here.

The above assumptions allow forty-six (46) program associations to map into one Program Association Table Transport
Stream packet (if no adaptation field is present). Similarly, seven (7) TS_pmgrnrn_I'nap_sections fit into a single
Transport Stream packet. It may be noted that to facilitate easy “dropIadd" it is possible to transmit only one (1)
'I‘S_program_map_section per PMTJID. This may cause an undesirable increase in PS1 bitrate usage, however.

Table C.3 - Program association table bandwidth usage (bit/s)

Number of Programs Per Transport Stream

 
  

4 Frequency of not Tableinformation

(s“) 

 
   NOTE — Since 46 program_assoclatlon_seetions fit into one transport packet. the numbers in the table do not change until the lastcolumn. ' 
 

Table C.4 - Program map table bandwidth usage (hit/s)

Number of Programs Per Transport Sneam

Frequency of PM Table
information

ts")  
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Using a frequency of 25 Hz for the two PS! Tables. yields a worst case contribution to the signal acquisition time of 7
approximately 80 ms. This would only occur when the required PAT data was “just rnissed" and lhflfl. OIICE U18 PAT WES
acquired and decoded. the required PMT data was also “just missed“. This doubling of the worst case acquisition time is
one disadvantage of the extra level of indirection introduced by the PAT structure. This effect could be reduced by

coordinated transmission of related PAT and PMT packets. Presumably. the advantage: that this approach offers for
“drop!add" re-multiplexing operations is compensatory. 1

With the 25 Hz PSI frequency. the following examples may be constructed (all exarnples leave ample allowance {OI
various datalink, FEC, CA and routing overheads):

6 Mil: CATV channel

- five 5.2-Mbitls programs: 26.5 Mbius (includes transport overhead}

- total PSI bandwidth: 5.2 kbitls '
- CA bandwidth: 500 kbit/s

total ITU-TRec. H.222.0 I ISO/!ECl3813-1 transport bandwidth 27.} Mbiz/5

-_ PSI Overhead: 0.28 % '

oc-3 fiber channel (155 Mhms) *2

- 32 3.9-Mbitls programs: 121.5 Mbitls (includes transport overhead?
- total PSI bandwidth: 225.5 hows ’
' CA bandwidth: 500 ltbitfs

lama’ [TU-TREC. H. 222.0 I I50/IEC £3813-I transport bandwidth: 128.2 Mthv:
- PSI Overhead: 0.18 %

C-band satellite transponder 1
- 123 256-mus audio programs: 33.5 Mbitfs (includes transport overhead):
- total PSI bandwidth: 826.4 l-chills

- CA bandwidth: 500 ltbitfs

rota! [TU-TR.-2c. H.222.0l ISO/{EC ISBI8-I trans-porr'bcmdwid:h.' 34.7 Met‘:/5

- PSI Overhead: 2.4 % (actually would be lower if only-one PID used per program)

As expected. the percent overhead increases for |ower—rate services since many more services are possible per Transport
Stn:-am. However, the overhead is not excessive in all cases. Higher transmission rates(thai_1 25 Hz) for the PS1 data may
be used to decrease the impact on channel acquisition time with only modest bitrate demand increases.

92L
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Annex D

Systems Timing Model and Application Implications
of this Recommedation I International Standard

[This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation I Inlaemational Standard)

D.0 Introduction

The ITU-T Rec. H.222.(l I ISOIIEC 13818-l Systems specification includes a specific timing model for the sampling.
encoding. encoder buffering. transmission. reception. decoder buffering. decoding. and presentation of digital audio and
video in combination. This model is embodied directly in the specification of the syntax and semantic requirements of
compliant ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 l ISCA/[EC 13818-1 data streams. Given that a decoding system receives a compliant bit
stream that is delivered correctly in accordance with the timing model it is straightforward to implement the decoder
such that it produces its output high quality audio and video which are properly synchronized There is no normative
requirement. however, that decoders be implemented in such a way as to provide such high quality presentation output.
In applications where the data are not delivered to the decoder with correct timing. it may be possible to produce the
desired presentation output, however such capabilities are not in general guaranteed. This informative annex describes
the ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC l38l8-1 Systems timing model in detail. and gives some suggestions for
implementing decoder systems to suit some typical applications.

D.D.l Timing Model

ITU-T Rec. H.‘122.D I ISOIIEC 1.3813-1 Systems embodies a tinting model in which all digitized pictures and audio
samples that enter the encoder are presented exactly once each. after a constant end to end delay. at the output of the
decoder. As such. the sample rates. i.e. the video frame rate and the audio sample rate. are precisely the same at the
decoder as they are at the encoder. This timing model is diagrarnmed in Figure D.l:

 
constant daisy Ttsoaaao-osttstt

Figure D.‘l -Ctnttant delay Imdel

As indicated in Figure D.l. the delay front the input to the encoder to the output or pnetentation from tlteudecoder is
constant in this model”, while the delay through each of the encoder and decoder buffers is variable. Not only is the
delay through each of these buffers variable within the path of one elementary stream. the individual buffer delays in the
video and audio paths differ as well. Therefore the relative location of coded bits representing audio or video in the
combined stream does not indicate synchronization information. The relative location of coded audio and video is

2) Constant delay as indicated for the entire system is required for correct synchronizaton. however some deviations are possible.
Network delay is discussed as being constant. Slight deviations may be tolerated. and network adaptation may allow greater

variations of network delay. Both of these are discussed later. 93
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constrained only by the System Target Decoder (STD) model such that the decoder buffers must behave properly:
therefore coded audio and video that represent sound and pictures that are to be presented simultaneously may be «
separated in time within the coded bit stream by as much as one second. which is the maximum decoder buffer delay that
is allowed in the STD model.

The audio and video sample rates at the encoder are significantly different from one another. and may or may not have
an exact and fixed relationship to one another. depending on whether the combined stream is a Program Stream or a
Transport Stream. and on whether the System_audio_loeked and Systcm_video_loclted flags are set in the Program
Stream. The duration of a block of audio samples (an audio presentation unit) is generally not the same as the duration of
a video picture.

There is a single. common system clock in the encoder. and this clock is used to create timestamps that indicate the
correct presentation and decoding tinting of audio and video. as well as to create timestamps that indicate the
instantaneous values of the system clock itself at sampled intervals. The timestamps that indicate the presentation time of
audio and video are called Presentation Time Stamps (PTS). Those that indicate the decoding time are called Decoding
Timestamps (DTS). and those that indicate the value of the system clock are called the System Cloclt Reference (SCR)
in Program Streams and the Program Clock Reference (PCR) in Transport Streams. It is the presence of this common
system clock in the encoder. the timestamps that are created from it. and the recreation of the clock in the decoder and
the correct use of the timestamps that provide the facility to synchronize properly the operation of the decoder.

Encoder implementations may not follow this model exactly. however the data stream which results from the actual
encoder. storage system. network. and one or more multiplexor must follow the model precisely. (Delivery of the data
may deviate somewhat. depending on the application). Therefore in this annex. the term "encoder system clock" is used
to mean either the actual common system clock as described in this model or the equivalent function. howeverit may be
implemented.

Since the end-to-end delay through the entire system is constant. the audio and video presentations are precisely
synchronized. The construction of System bit streams is constrained such that when they are decoded by a decoder that
follows" this model with the appropriately sized decoder buffers. those buffers are guaranteed never to overflow nor
underflow, with specific exceptions allowing intentional underflow.

In order for the decoder system to incur the precise amount of delay that causes the entire end~to-end delay to be
constant. it is necessary for the decoder to have a system clock whose frequency of operation and absolute instantaneous
value match those of the encoder. The information necessary to convey the encoder's system clock is encoded in the
SCR or PCR; this function is explained below.

Decoders which are implemented in accordance with this timing model such that they present audio samples and video
pictures exactly once (with specific intentionally coded exceptions). at a constant rate. and such that decoder buffers
behave as in the model. are referred to in this annex as precisely timed decoders. or those that produce precisely timed
output. Decoder implementations are not required by this International Standard to. present audio and video in
accordance with this model; it is possible to construct decoders that do not have constant delay, or equivalently do not
present each picture or audio sample exactly once. In such implementations. however. the synchronization between
presented audio and video may not be precise, and the behaviour of the decoder buffers may not follow the reference
decoder model. It is important to avoid overflow at the decoder buffers. as overflow causes a loss of data that may have
significant effects on the resulting decoding process. 'I‘his annex covers primarily the operation of such precisely timed
decoders and some of the options that are available in implementing these decoders.

D.0.2 Audio and Video Presentation Synchronization

Within the coding of this Recommendation I International Standard Systems data are timestamps concerning the
presentation and decoding of video pictures and blocks of audio samples. The pictures and blocks are called
"Presentation Units“. abbreviated PU. The sets of coded bits which represent the PUs and which are included within the
ITU-T Rec. l-l.222.0 I ISOILEC 13818-l bit stream are called "Access Units". abbreviated AU. An audio access unit is
abbreviated AAU. and a video access unit is abbreviated VAU. In ISO/[EC 13818-3 audiothe term “audio frame". has
the same meaning as AAU or APU depending on the context. A VPU is a picture. and a VAU is a coded picture.

Some. but not necessarily all. AAUs and VAUs have associated with them PTSs. A PTS indicates the time that the PU
which results from decoding the AU which is associated with the PTS should be presented to the user. The audio P'I‘Ss
and video PTSs are both samples from a common time clock. which is referred to as the System Time Clock or STC.
with the correct values of audio and video P'I'Ss included in the data stream. and with the presentation of the audio and
video PUs occurring at the time indicated by the appropriate PTSs in terms of the common STC. precise synchronizatioll
of the presented audio and video is achieved at the decoding system. While the STC is not part of the normative content

of this Recommendation I International Standard. and the equivalent information is conveyed in this Recommendation I 7
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International Standard via such tenns as the systern_cloclt_frequency. the STC is an important and convenientelement
for explaining the timing model. and it is generally practical to implement encoders and decoders which include an STCin some fonn.

P1‘Ss are required for the conveyance of accurate relative tinting between audio and video. since the audio and Video
PUs generally have significantly different and essentially unrelated durations. For example. audio PUs of H52 samples
each at a sample rate of 44 100 samples per second have a duration of approximately 26.12 ms. and video We at a frame
rate of 29.97 Hz have a duration of approximately 33.76 ms. In general the temporal boundaries of APUs and VPUs
rarely. if ever. coincide. Separate P"i‘Ss for audio and video provide the information that indicates the precise temporal
relation of audio and video i’Us without requiring any specific relationship between the duration and interval of audioand video PUs.

The values of the PTS fields are defined in toms of the System Target Decoder or STD. which is rt fundamental
normative constraint on all System bit streams. The STD is a mathematical model of an idealized decoder which
specifies precisely the movement of all bits into and out of the decoder's buffers, and the basic semantic constraint
imposed on the bit stream is that the buffers within the STD must never overflow nor underfiow, with specific
exceptions provided for underflow in special cases. In the STD model the virtual decoder is always exactly synchronized
with the data source. and audio and video decoding and presentation are exactly synchronized. While exact and
consistent. the STD is somewhat simplified with respect to physical implementations of decoders in order to clarify its
specification and to facilitate its broad application to a variety of decoder implementations. In particular, in the STD
model each of the operations performed on the bit stream in the decoder is performed instantaneously. with the obvious
exception of the time that hits spend in the decoder buffers. In a real decoder system the individual audio and video
decoders do not perform instantaneously, and their delays must be taken into account in the design of the
implementation. For example. if video pictures are decoded in exactly one picture presentation interval 1/P. where P is
the frame rate, and compressed video data are arriving at the decoder at bit rate R. the completion of removing bits
associated with each picture is delayed from the time indicated in the PTS and DTS fields by 1/P, and the video decoder
buffer must be larger than that specified in the STD model by RIP. The video presentation is likewise delayed with
respect to the STD. and the PPS should be handled accordingly. Since the video is delayed. the audio decoding and
presentation should be delayed by a similar amount in order to provide correct synchronization. Delaying decoding and
presentation of audio and video in a decoder may be implemented for example by adding a constant to the PTS values
when they are used within the decoder.

Another difference between the STD and precise practical decoder implementation is that in the S'l'D model the explicit
assumption is made that the final audio and video output is presented to the user instantaneously and without further

. delay. This may not be the case in practice..particulariy with cathode-ray tube displays, and this additional delay should
also be taken into account in the design. Encoders are required to encode audio and video such that the correct
synchronization is achieved when the data is decoded with the STD. Delays in the input and sampling of audio and
video. such as video camera optical charge integration. must be taken into account in the encoder. -

In the STD model proper synchronization is assumed and the timestamps and buffer behaviour are tested against this
assumption as a condition of bit stream validity. Of course in a physical decoder precise synchronization is not
automatically the case. particularly upon start-up and in the presence of tinting jitter. Precise decoder timing is a goal to
be targeted by decoder designs. inaccuracy in decoder timing affects the behaviour of the decoder buffers. These topics
are covered in more detail in later subclauses of this annex. '

i The STD includes Decoding Time Stamps (DTS) as well as P'l‘S fields. The DTS refers to the time that an AU is to be
extracted from the decoder buffer and decoded in the STD model. Since the audio and video elementary stream decoders
are instantaneous in the STD. the decoding time and presentation time are identical in most cases: the only exception
occurs with video pictures which have undergone re-ordering within the coded bit stream, i.c. 1- and P-pictures in the
case of non-low-delay video sequences. In cases where re-ordering exists. a temporary delay buffer in the video decoder
is used to store the appropriate decoded l- or P-picture until it should be presented. In all cases where the decoding and
presentation times are identical in the STD. i.e. all AAUs. B-picture VAUs. and 1- and P-picture VAUs within low-delay
video sequences. the DTS is not coded. as it would have the same value as the PTS. Where the values differ. both are
coded if either is coded. For all AUs where only the PTS is coded," this field may be interpreted as being both the PPS-and the DTS.

Since PTS and DTS values are not required for every AAU and VAU. the decoder may choose to interpolate values
which are not coded. PIS values are required with intervals not exceeding 700 ms in each elementary audio and video
stream. ‘These time intervals are measured in presentation time. that is. in the same context as the values of the fields; not
in tenns of the times that the fields are transmitted and received. In cases of data streams where the system. video and
audio clocks are locked. as defined in the normative part of this Recommendation I International Standard. each AU

following one for which a DTS or PTS is explicitly coded has an effective decoding time of the sum of that for the qgprevious AU nlus a fixed and snecified t‘liffp.rr-.nm in value nf than cw‘ Fm nvornvolra in «Man and-A M ‘*0 0" '-F-- ----|-
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picture has a difference in time of 3003 cycles of the 90 kHz portion of the STC from the previous picture when .
video and system clocks are locked. The same time relationship exists for decoding successive AUs. although re
ordering delay in the decoder affects the relationship between decoder AUs and presented PUs. When the data stream is
coded such that the video or audio clock is not locked to the system clock the time difference between decoding
successive AUs may be estimated using the same values as indicated above; however these time differences are not exact
due to the fact that relationships between the frame rate. audio sample rate. and system clock frequency were not exact at
the encoder.

Note that the FPS and DTS fields do not. by themselves. indicate the correct fullness of the decoder buffers at start up

not at any other time, and equivalently. they do not indicate the amount of time delay thatishould elapse upon receiving
the initial bits of a data stream before decoding should start. This information is retrieved by combining the functions of
the PTS and DTS fields and correct clock recovery. which is covered below. In thet STD model. and therefore in
decoders which are modeled after it, the decoder buffer behaviour is deterrnined._t:gtii;iletely by the SCR (or PCR)
values. the times that they are received. and the PTS and DTS values. assu;nirtg__di§i'data is delivered in accordance with
the tinting model. This information specifies the time that coded data spends in the decoder buffers. The amount of data
that is in the coded data buffers is not explicitly specified. and this information is not necessary. since the timing is fully
specified. Note also that the fullness of the data buffers may vary considerably with time in a fashion that is not
predictable by the decoder. except through the proper use of the timestamps.

In order for the audio and video PTSS to refer’ correctly to 5 common STC. a correctly timed common clock must be we '
available within the decoder system._’I1zi‘s‘l's subject of the next subclause.

r>.o.3 System recovery in the decoder 3
Within the ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-l Systems data stream there are. in additiirn to the PTS and DTS fields.
clock reference timestamps. These references are samples of the system time clock. which are applicable both to a
decoder and to an encoder. They have a resolution of one part in 27 000 000 per second, and occur at intervals up to
100 ms in Transport Streams. or up to 700 ms in‘Program Streams. As such. -they can utilized to implement clock
reconstruction control loops in decoders with sufficient accuracy for allidentified applications.

P

In the Program Stream. the clock reference field is called the System Clock Reference or In the Transport Stream.
the clock reference field is called the Program Clock Reference or PCR. In general the SCR and PCR definitions may be
considered to be equivalent. although there are distinctions. The remainder of this subclause uses the term SCR for
clarity; the same statements apply to the PCR except where otherwise noted. The PCR in T_‘ransport Streams provides the
clock reference for one program, where a program is a set of elementary streams that hav a common time base and are
intended for synchronized. decoding and presentation. There may be multiple programs in one Transpon Stream. and
each may have an independent time base and a separate set of PCRs.

The SCR field indicates the correct value of the STC when the SCR is received at the decoder. Since the SCR occupies

more than one byte of data. and System data streams are defined as streams of bytes. the S;CR is defined to an-ive at the
decoder when the last byte of the system_c1ock_reference_base field is received at the depoder. Alternatively the SCR
can be interpreted as the time that the SCR field should arrive at the decoder. assuming that the STC is already known to
be correct. Which interpretation is used depends on the structure of the application systeiin. In applications where the
data source can be controlled by the decoder. such as a locally attached DSM. it is possible for the decoder to have an
autonomous STC frequency. and so the STC need notibe recovered. In many imponarit applications. however. this
assumption cannot be made correctly. For example..consider the case where a data stream delivered simultaneously to
multiple decoders. If each decoder has its own autonomous STC with its own independent clock frequency. the SCR-5
cannot be assured to arrive at the correct time at all decoders; one decoder will in general require the SCR sooner than
the source is delivering them. while another requires them later. This difference cannot be njtade up with a finite size data
buffer over an unbounded length of time of data reception. Therefore the following addretises primarily the case where
the STC must slave its timing to the received SCRs (or PCRs).

In a correctly constructed and delivered I'I'U-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC l38l8~l data stream. each SCR arrives at the
decoder at precisely the time indicated by the value of that SCR. In this context, "time" meitns correct value of the STC.
In concept. this STC value is the same value that the encoder’s STC had when the SCR was stored or transmitted.
However. the encoding may have been performed not in real titne or the data stream may} have been modified since it
was originally encoded. and in general the encoder or data source may be implemented in a variety of ways such that the
encoder's STC may be a theoretical quantity.

If the decoder's clock frequency matches exactly that of the encoder. then the decoding apd presentation of video and
audio will automatically have the same rate as those at the encoder. and the end-to-end delay will be constant. With
matched encoder and decoder clock frequencies. any correct SCR value can be used to set the instantaneous value of the

decoder’s STC. and from that time on the decoder‘s STC will match that of the encoder without the need for further yé
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adjustment. This condition remains true until there is a discontinuity of tinting, such as the end of a Program Stream or
the presence of a discontinuity indicator in a Transport Stream.

In practice a decoder’s free-running system clock frequency will not match the encoders system clock frequency which
is sampled ‘and indicated in the SCR values. The dccoder's STC can be made to slave its tinting to the encoder using the
received _SCRs. The prototypical method of slaving the decoder's clock to the received data stream is via a phase-locked
loop (PLL). Variations of a basic PLL; or other methods, may be appropriate. depending on the specific application
requirements.

A straight-forward PLL which recovers the STC in a decoder is diagrammed and described here.

Figure D2 shows a classic PLL. except that the reference and feedback terms are numbers (STC and SCR or PCR
VIl1\|=a).instead of signal events such as edges.

 
Figure D.2 -STC recovery IslngPLL

Upon initial acquisition of a new time base. i.e. a new program. the STC is set to the current value encoded in the SCRs.
Typically the first SCR is loaded directly into the STC counter, and the PLL is subsequently operated. as a closed loop.
Variations on this method may be appropriate. i.e. if the values of the SCRs are suspect due to jitter or errors.

The closed-loop action of the PLL is as follows. At the moment that each SCR (or PCR) arrives at the decoder. that
value is compared with the current value of the STC. The difference is a number. which has one part in units of 90 kHz
and one part in terms of 300 times this frequency, i.e. 27 MHz. The difference value is linearized to be in a single
number space, typically units of 27 MHz, and is called “e”. the error term in the loop. The sequence of e terms is input to _
the low-pass filter and gain stage. which are designed according to the requirements of the application. The output of this ‘
stage is a control signal ‘T’ which controls the instantaneous frequency of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). The
output of the VCO is an oscillator signal with a nominal frequency of 27 MHz; this signal is used as the system clock
frequency within the decoder. The 27 MHz clock is input to a counter which produces the current STC values. which
consist of both a 27 MHz extension. produced by dividing by 300. and a 90 kHz base value which is derived by counting
the 90 kHz results in a 33-bit counter. The 33 bit. 90 kHz portion of the STC output is used as needed for comparison
with PTS and DTS values. The complete STC is also the feedback input to the subtractor.

The bounded maximum interval between successive S015 (700 ms) or PCRs (100 ms) allows the design and
construction of PLLs which are known to be stable. The bandwidth of the PLI..s has an upper bound imposed by this
interval. As shown below. in many applications the PLL required has a very low bandwidth, and so this bound typically
does not impose a significant limitation on the decoder design and perfonnance. '

If the free—running or initial frequency of the VCO is close enough to the correct. encoder's system clock frequency. the
decoder may be able to operate satisfactorily as soon as the STC is initialized correctly. before the PLL has reached a
defined locked state. Fora given decoder STC frequency which differs by a bounded amount front the frequency
encoded in the SCRs and which is within the absolute frequency bounds required by the decoder application. the efiect
of the mis-match between the encoder’s and the decoder‘: STC freniienciee if then». were nnt Pi]. is the orarlnal and 9 7
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unavoidable increase or decrease of the fullness of the decoder's buffers. such that overflow or underfiow would occur
eventually with any finite size of decoder buffers. Therefore the amount of time allowable before the decoder's STC '

Ereelquency is locked to that of the encoder is determined by the allowable amount of additional decoder buffer size anday.

If the SCRs are received by the decoder with values and timing that reilect instantaneously correct samples of a constant
frequency S1.-‘C in the encoder. then the error term e converges to an essentially constant value after the loop has reached
the locked state. This condition of correct SCR values is synonymous with either constant-delay storage and
transmission of the data from the encoder to the decoder. or if this delay is not constant, the effective equivalent of
constant delay storage and transmission with the SCR values having been conected to-reflect the variations in delay.
With the values of e converging to a constant, variations in the instantaneous VCO frequency become essentially zero
after the loop is locked; the VCO is said to have very little jitter or frequency slew. While the loop is in the process of‘
locking. theme of change of the VCO frequency. the frequency slew rate. can be controlled strictly by the desist‘ 57 “"5
low pass filter and gain stage. In general the VCO slew rate can be designed to meet application requircm0"'-'='- 5.013.350‘ ‘°
constraints of decoder buffer size and delay.

n.o.4 sea and PCR Jitter

If a network or a 'I‘ranspo11 Stream re-multiplexer varies the delay in da1i'.’=-‘H113 ‘hi Gal}! 53991“ f"°m "*3 e“‘°d"-" °" '
storage system to the decoder, such variations tend to cause a difference between the values of the SCR!-I (0! PCR3) and
the values that they should have when they are actually received. This is referred to as SCR or PCR jitter. For example.
if the delay in delivering one SCR is greater than the deli.) experienced by other similar fl_¢ld3 l" ‘he 53"“? P1'°8|’3m- “W
SCR is late. Similarly. if the delay is less than for other cloclt reference fields in the program. the field is early.

Timing jitter at the input to a decoder is reflected in the combination of the values of the SCRs and the times when they
are received. Assuming a clock recovery structure as illustrated in Figure D.2. any such timing jitter will be reflected in
the values of the error term e; and non-zero values of e induce variations in the values of I‘. resulting in variations in the
frequency of the 27 MHz system clock. Variations in the frequency of the recovered clock may or may not be acceptable
within decoder systems. depending on the specific application requirements. For example, in precisely timed decoders
that produce composite video output. the recovered clock frequency is typically used to generate the composite video
sample clock and the chroma sub-carrier; the applicable specifications for sub-carrier frequency stability may Pflmil
only very slow adjustment of the system clock frequency. In applications where a significant amount of SCR or PCR
jitter is present at the decoder input and there are tight constraints on the frequency slew rate of the STC. the constraints __,
of reasonable additional decoder buffer size and delay may not allow proper operation.

The presence of SCR or PCR jitter may be caused for example by network transmission; which incorporates packet or
cell multiplexing or variable delay of packets through the network. as may be cawed by queuing delays or by variable
network access time in shared-media systems. -.

Multiplexing or re-multiplexing of Transport or Program Streams changes the order and relative temporal location of
data packets and therefore also of SCRs or PCRs. The change in temporal location of SCRs causes the value of
previously correct SCRs to become incorrect. since in general the time at which they are :delivered via a constant delay
network is not correctly representedby their values. Similarly, a Program Stream or Transport Stream with correct SCRs
or PCRs may be delivered over a network which imposes a variable delay on the data stream. without correcting the
SCR or PCR values. The effect is once again SCR or PCR jitter. with attendant effects on the decoder design and
perfonnance. The worst case amount of jitter which is imposed by a network on the SCRs‘_or PCRs received at a decoder
depends on a number of factors which are beyond the scope of this Recommendation I International Standard, including
the depth of queues implemented in each of the network switches and the total number of network switches or re-
multiplexing operations which operate in cascade on the data stream.

in the case of a Transport Stream, correction of PCRs is necessary in a re-multiplex operation. creating a new Transport
Stream from one or more Transport Streams. This correction is accomplished by adding a correction term to the PCR;
this term can be computed as:

APCR = delm -delms,

where delm is the actual delay experienced by the PCR, and delom, is a constant which is used for all PCRs of that
program. The value which should be used for delm,‘ will depend on the strategy used by the original
encoder/multiplexor. This strategy could be. for instance. to schedule packets as early as possible. in order to allow later
transmission links to delay them. In Table D1. three different multiplex strategies are shown together with the

appropriate value for delcmt. Q 34
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Table D.l - Re-multiplexing strategy

 
When designing a system, private agreements may be needed as to what strategy should be used by the
encoder/multiplexers. since this will have an effect on are ability to perform any additional re-multiplexing.

The amount of multiplex jitter allowed is not normatively bounded in this Recommendation I International Standard.
However. 4 ms is intended to be the maximum amount ofjitter in a well behaved system. 3

In systems which include re-multiplexers’ special care might be necessary to ensure that the information in the Transport
Stream is consistent. In particular. this applies to PSl‘and to discontinuity points. Changes in PSI tables might need to be
inserted into :1 Transport Stream in such a way that subsequent re-multiplexor steps never move them so far; that
information becomes incorrect. For instance. a new version of PMT section in some cases should not be sent within 4 ms
of the data affected by the change. '

Similarly. it may be necessary for an encoder/mux to avoid inserting PTS or DTS in a 1:4 ms window around a
discontinuity point.

D.0.5 Clock Recovery in the Presence of Network Jitter

in applications in which there is any significant amount ofjitter present in the received clock reference timestamps. there
are several choices available for decoder designs; how the decoder is designed depends in large part on the requirements
for the decoder's output signal characteristics as well as the characteristics of the input data and jitter.

Decoders in various applications may have differing requirements for the accuracyvand stability of the recovered system
clock. and the degree of this stability and accuracy that is required may be considered to fall along a single axis. One
extreme of this axis may be considered to be those applications where the reconstructed system clock is used directly to
synthesize a chroma sub—carrier for use in composite video. This requirement generally exists where the presented video
is of the precisely timed type. as described above. such that each coded picture is presented exactly once. and where the
output is composite video in compliance with the applicable specifications. In that case the chroma sub-carrier. the pixel
clock, and the frame rate all have exactly specified ratios. and all of these have a defined relationship to the system
clock. The composite video sub-carrier must have at least sufficient accuracy and stability that any normal television
receiver's chroma sub-carrier PLL can lock to _the sub-carrier, and the chroma signals which are demodulated using the
recovered sub-carrier do not show visible chrotninance phase artifacts. The requirement in some applications is to use
the system clock to generate a sub-carrier that is in full compliance with the NTSC. PAL. or, SECAM specifications. ‘
which are typically even more stringent than those imposed by typical television receivers. For example. the SMPTB
specification for NTSC requires a sub-carrier accuracy of 3 ppm. with a maximum short tenn jitter of l.ns per horizontal
line time and a maximum long term drift of 0.l Hz per second.

i In applications where the recovered system clock is not used to generate a chroma sub-carrier. it may still be used to
I generate a pixel clock for video and it may be used to generate a sample clock for audio. These clocks have their own

stability requirements that depend on the assumptionsmade about the receiving display monitor and on the acceptable
amount of audio frequency drift.‘ or "wow and flutter", at the decoder's output.

ln applications where each picture and each audio sample are not presented exactly once, i.e. picture and audio sample
"slipping" is allowed. the system clock may have relatively loose accuracy and stability requirements. This type of
decoder may not have precise audio-video presentation synchronization, and the resulting audio and video presentation

l may not have the same quality as for precisely timed decoders. ‘
The choice of requirements for the accuracy and stability of the recovered system clock is. application dependent. 'I'he
following focuses on the most stringent requirement which is identified above, i.e. where the system clock is to be used

to generate a chroma sub-carrier. »

L?
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D.0.6 System clock used for chroma sub-carrier generation

The decoder design requirements can be determined from the requirements on the resulting sub-carrier and the
maximum amount of network jitter that must be accepted. Similarly, if the system clock performance requirements and
the decoder design‘s capabilities are known, the tolerable maximum network jitter can be deterrrtined. While it is beyond
the scope of this Recommendation I International Standard to state such requirements, the numbers which are needed to
specify the design are identified in order to clarify the statement of the problem and to illustrate a representative design
approach.

With a clock recovery PLL circuit as illustrated in Figure D.2, the recovered system clock must meet the requirements of
a worst case frequency deviation from the nominal, measured in units of ppm (parts per million), and a worst case
frequency slew rate. measured in ppm/s (ppm per second). The peak-to-peak uncorrected network tinting jitter has a
value that may be specified in milliseconds.-In such a PLL the network timing jitter appears as the error term e in the
diagram, and since the PLL acts as a low-pass filter on jitter at its input. the worst case effect on the 27 MHZ output,
frequency occurs when there is a maximum amplitude step function of PCR tinting at the input. The value c then has a '
maximum amplitude equal to the peak-to-peak jitter. which is represented numerically as the jitter times 2**33 in the
base portion of the SCR or PCR encoding. The maximum rate of change of the output of the low pass filter (LPF). f,
with this maximum value of e at its input. directly determines the maximum frequency slew rate of the 27 MHz output. V
For any given maximum value of e and maximum rate of change off a LPF can be specified. However, as the gain or
cut-off frequency of the LPF is reduced. the time required for the PLL to lock to the frequency represented by the SCR5
or PCRs is increased. Implementation of PLl..s with very long time constants can be achieved through the use of digital
LPF techniques. and possibly analogue filter techniques. With digital LPF implementations, when the frequency term f is
the input to ananalogue VCO. f is quantized by a digital to analogue converter. whose step size should be considered V
when calculating the maximum slew rate of the output frequency.

In order to ensure that e converges to a value that approaches zero. the open loop gain of the PLL must be very high.
such as might be implemented in an integrator function in the low-pass filter in the PLL.

With a given accuracy requirement, it may be reasonable to construct the PLL such that the initial operating frequency of
the PLL meets the accuracy requirement. In this case the initial 27 MHz frequency before the PLL is locked is
sufficiently accurate to meet the stated output frequency requirement‘. If it were not for the fact that the decoder‘: buffers
would eventually overflow or underflow. this initial system clock frequency would be sufficient for long term operation.
However. from the time the decoder begins to receive and decode data until the system clock is locked to the time and
clock frequency that is represented by the received SCRs or PCRS. data is arriving at the buffers at a different rate than it
is being extracted. or equivalently the decoder is extracting access units at times that differ from those of the System
Target Decoder (STD) model. The decoder buffers will continue to become more or less full than those of the STD
according to the trajectory of recovered system clock frequency with respect to the encoder's clock frequency.
Depending on the relative initial VCO frequency and encoder system clock frequency, decoder buffer fullness is either
increasing or decreasing. Assuming this relationship is not known. the decoder needs additional data buffering to allow
for either case. The decoder should be constructed to delay all decoding operations by an amount of time that is at least
equal to the amount of time that is represented by the additional buffering that is allocated for the case of the initial VCO
frequency being greater than the encoder's clock frequency. in order to prevent buffer underflow. If the initial VCO
frequency is not sufficiently accurate to meet the stated accuracy requirements, then the PLL must reach the locked state
before decoding may begin. and there is a different set of considerations regarding the PLL behaviour during this time
and the amount of additional buffering and static delay which is appropriate.

A step function in the input timing jitter which produces a step function in the error term it of the PLL in Figure D.2
must produce an output frequency term I‘ such that when it is multiplied by the VCO gain the maximum rate of change is
less than the specified frequency slew rate. The gain of the VCO is stated in terms of the amount of the change in output
frequency with respect to a change in control input. An additional constraint on the LPF in the PLL is that the static
value of e when the loop is locked must be bounded in order to bound the amount of additional buffering and static
decoding delay that must be implemented. This term is minimized when the LPF has very high DC gain.

Clock recovery circuits which differ somewhat from that shown in Figure D.2 may be practical. For example, it may be
possible to implement a control loop with a Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) instead of a VCO, wherein the
NCO uses a fixed frequency oscillator and clock cycles are inserted or deleted from normally periodic events at the
output in order to adjust the decoding and presentation timing. There may be some difficulties with this type of approach
when used with composite video. as there is a tendency to cause either problematic phase shifts of the sub-carrier or
jitter in the horizontal or vertical scan tinting. One possible approach is to adjust the period of horizontal scans at the

start of vertical blanking, while maintaining the phase of the chroma sub-can-ier. /0 O
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In summary. depending on the values specified for the requirements. it may or may not be practical to construct a
decoder which reconstructs the system clock with sufficient accuracy and stability. while maintaining desired decoder
buffer sizes and added decoding delay.

D.0.7 Component video and audio reconstruction

if component video is produced at the decoder output. the requirernems for tinting accuracy and stability are generally
less stringent than is the case for composite video. Typically the frequency tolerance is that which the display deflection’
circuitry can accept. and the stability tolerance is determined by the rteed to avoid visible image displacement on the
display.

The same principles as illustrated above apply. however the specific requirements are generally easier to meet.

Audio sample rate reconstruction again follows the same principles. however the stability requirement is determined by
the amount of acceptable long and short term sample rate variation. Using a PLL approach as illustrated in the previous
subclause, short term deviation can be made to be very small. and longer term frequency variation is manifested as
variation in perceived pitch. Again. once specified bounds on this variation are set specific design requirements can be
determined.

D.0.8 Frame Slipping

1" some applications where precise decoder timing is not required. the decoder's system time clock may not adjust its
°P€f8l"l8 ‘rcquency to match the frequency represented by received SCRs (or PCRs): it may have a free-running
27 MHZ °l°°l‘ lmtw-d. .while still slaving the deooder's STC to the received data. In this case the STC value must be
“PdN°d 85 “©0505 10 malt-'-h Int -oeeived SCRs. Updating the STC upon receipt of SCRs causes discontinuities in the
STC value. The magnitude of these dlSCOnl.1n|t1t.iee dgpgnds upon mg diffgrence between the decoders 27 MHz
frequency and the encoders 27 MHz. i.e. that which is represented by the received SCRs. and upon thetime interval
between successive received SCRs or PCRs. Since the decoders 27 MHz system clock frequency is not locked to that of
the received data. it cannot be used to generate the video or audio sample clocks while maintaining the precise timing
assumptions of presenting each video and audio presentation unit exactly once and of maintaining the same picture and
audio presentation rate at the decoder and the encoder. with precise audio and video synchronization. There are multiple
possibilities for implementing decoding and presentation systems using this structure.

in one type of implementation. the pictures and audio samples are decoded at the time indicated by the decodcr‘s STC,
while they are presented at slightly different times. according to the locally produced sample clocks. Depending on the
relationships of the decoder’s sample clocks to the encoder‘s system clock, pictures and audio samples may on occasion
be presented more than one each or not at all: this is refened to as “frame slipping” or “sample slipping". in the case of
audio. There may be perceptible artifacts introduced by this mechanism. The audio-video synchronization will in general
not be precise. due to the units of time over which pictures, and perhaps audio presentation units, are repeated or deleted.
Depending on the specific implementation. additional buffering in the decoder is generally needed for coded data or
decoded presentation data. Decoding may be performed immediately before presentation. and not quite at the time
indicated in the decoder's STC, or decoded presentation units may be stored for delayed and possibly repeated
presentation. If decoding is performed at the time of presentation, a mechanism is required to support deleting the
presentation of pictures and audio samples without causing problems in‘ the decoding of predictively coded data.

11.0.9 Smoothing of network jitter

In some applications it may be possible to introduce a mechanism between a network and a decoder in order to reduce
the degree of jitter which is introduced by a network. Whether such an approach is feasible depends on the type of
streams received and the amount and type ofjitter which is expected.

Both the Transport Stream and the Program Stream indicate within their syntax the rate at which the stream is intended
to be input to a decoder. These indicated rates are not precise. and cannot be used to reconstruct data stream timing
exactly. They may. however. be useful as part of a smoothing mechanism.

For example. a Transport Stream may be received from a network such that the data is delivered in bursts. It is possible
to buffer the received data and to transmit data from the buffer to the decoder at an approximately constant rate such that
the buffer remains approximately one-half full.

However. a variable rate stream should not be delivered at constant rate. and with variable rate streams the smoothing
buffer should not always be one~half full. A constant average delay through the buffer requires a buffer fullness that
varies with the data rate. The rate that data should be extracted from the buffer and input to the decoder can be
approximated using the rate infomtation present in the data stream. in Transport Streams the intended rate is determined

by the values of the PCR fields and the number of Transport Stream bytes between them. in Program Streams the /9,
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intended rate is explicitly specified as the Prognim_tnux_rate. although as specified in this Recommendation I
International Standard the rate may drop to zero at SCR locations. i.e. if the SCR arrives before the time expected when . ‘I
the data is delivered at the indicated rate.

In the case of variable rate streams. the correct fullness of the smoothing buffer varies with time. and may not be
determined exactly from the rate information. In an alternative approach. the SCR5 or PCRS may be used to measure the
time when data enter the buffer and to control the time when data leave the buffer. A control loop can be designed to

provide constant average delay through the buffer. It may be observed that such a design is similar to the control loop
illustrated in Figure 112. The performance obtainable from inserting such a smoothing mechanism before a decoder can
also be achieved by cascading multiple clock recovery PlJ.t. The rejection of jitter from the received tinting will benefit

from the combined low pass filter effect of the cascaded I-‘LLs. 4

/02.
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Annex E

Data Transmission Applications
(This annex does not form an integral pan of this Recommendmion I International Standard)

13.0 General considerations

- ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-l transport multiplex will be used to transmit data as well as video

and audio. 9
- Dam elementary streams are not continuous as may appear video and audio stremrns in broadcast I

applications. '

I While it is already possible to identify the beginning of a PE5 packet. it is not always possible to identify
the end of a PBS packei by the beginning of the next PBS packet. because it is possible for one or more
_'I‘1m1spo11 packet canying PBS packets to be lost.

E.l Suggestion

A suitable solution is to transmit the following PBS packet just after an associated PBS packet. A PES packet without
payload may be sent when there an-. no further PBS packers to send.

Table E1 is an example of such aPES packet.

Table 15.1 — PES packet header example

pa:ke1_sLan_code_:1refix
s:Ieam_id
PES_pac|:e:_|engIl1
. ‘J 0'

g_conu-oi

daua._nIlgnmen1_indica1or
copyri gill
orig)‘ nal_or_copy
‘Fl'S_,DTS_i'iags
B$CR.,i'lag
ES__raIc_fiag
DSl'~{_l'.ricl:,__mode_i'Lag
a1:|d1'tor1nJ_eupy_info_flag
PES,CRC_l'Ieg
PES__ex1:.n.sion,_i'ia,g
PES__l1eader_dau1,lengIh
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Annex}?

Graphics of Syntax for this Recommendation I International Standard

(This annex does not form an integral pan of this Recommendation I International Standard)

2i p

F.0 Introduction

This annex is an infonnative annex presenting graphically the Transport So-eam and Stream syntax. This annex
in no way replaces any normative clauseis). '

In order to produce clear drawings, not all fields have been fully described or represented. Reserved fieids may be
omitted or indicated by areas with no detail. Fields length are indicated in bits. 3

J' \:

F.0.1 Transport Stream syntax

See Figure F.l. 7.

  
PCFI

Figure F.l - Transport Stream syntax diagram

/0%’
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F.0.2 PES packet

See Figure F.2.

pmhai am
{>063 plfllx

24

FE5
scramfllrlg

ccrlhd

2 2

/05”
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F.0.3 Program Association Section

See Figure F3.

Beam
Mlle El syrnnx

hale-flu’

8 1  
Figune F.3 — Program odntlau section diagram

F.0.4 CA section

See Figure F.-z.

 
Figure E4 — Cundltiunnl access section diagram
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F.0.S TS program map section

 
12  'fi

“SI-ll’! F-5 - TS program map section diagram

F.0.6 Private section

.See Figure F.6.

  
 

N prlbate dais bjlua

Figure F.6 - Private seclion diagram

Io"?
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F.lJ.7 Program Stream

So: Figure F3.

Figure 517 - Program Stream diagram
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F.0.8 Program Stream map

See Figure E8.

 
Flgure F.B- Progl-nmstnammapdlngnm
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Annex G

General Information

(This annex does not form an integral pan of this Recommendation I International Standard)

G.0 General Information

G.0.l Sync Byte Emulation

In the choice of PD values it is recommended that the periodic emulation of sync bytes be avoided. Such emulation may

potentially occur within the PID field or as a combination of the PID field and adjacent flag settings. It is recommended
that emulation of the sync byte be permitted to occur in the same position of the packet header for a maximum of
4-consecutive transport packets.

G.0.2 Skipped picture status and decoding process

Assume that the sequence being displayed contains only l- and P-frames. Denote the next picture to be decoded by
picture_ncxt. and the picture currently being displayed by picture_cur-rent. Because of the fact that the video encoder
may skip pictures. it is possible that not all of the bits of picture_next are present in the STD buffers EB, or B,. when the
time arrives to remove those bits for instantaneous decoding and display. When this case arises. no hits are removed
from the buffer and picrure_current is displayed again. When the next picture display time arrives. if the remainder of
the bits corresponding to picture_next are now in buffer E8. or B... all the bits of picture_next are removed and
picture_next is displayed. If all the bits of picture_next are not in the buffer EB... or B... the above process of
re-displaying picture_current is repeated. This process is repeated until picture_next can be displayed. Note that if a PTS
preceded picture_next in the bitstream. it will be incorrect by some multiple of the picture display interval, which itself
may depend on some parameters. and must be ignored.

Whenever the skipped picture situation described above occurs. the encoder is required to insert a PTS before the picture
to be decoded after picture_next. This allows the decoder to immediately verify that it has correctly displayed the
received picture sequence.

c.oa Selection ofPlD Values . ' _

Applications are encouraged to use low numbered l’lD values (avoiding reserved values as specified in Table 2-4)
group values together as much as possible.

G.0.4 PES start_code emulation

Three consecutive bytes having the value of a packet_stan_code_pretix (0xO0000l). which when concatenated with a
fourth byte. may emulate the four bytes of a PES_packet_header at a unintended place in the stream.

Such. so called. start code emulation is“not possible in video elementary streams. It is possible in audio and data
elementary streams. It is also possible at the boundary of a PES_packet__header and a PES_packet payload, even if the
PES_pacltet payload is video. '
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Annex E

Private Data .

(This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard)

'l‘l.0 Private Data

Private data is any user data which is not coded according to a standard specified by ITU-T I ISO/IEC and referred to in
this Specification. The contents of this data is not and shall not be specified within this Recommendation I lntemational
Standard in the future. The STD defined in this Specification does not cover private data other than the demultiplex
process. A private party may define each S'I'D for private streams.

Private data may be carried in the following locations within the l'l'U-T Rec. H.222.0l ISO/IEC 13818-l syntax.

I) Trarupon Stream packet Table 2-2

The data bytes of the transport_packet() syntax may contain private data Private data carried in this
format is referred to as user private within the stream_type Table 2-29. It is permitted for Transport

‘ Stream packets containing private data to also include adaptat:ion_field()s.

2) Transport Stream Adaptation Field Table 2-6

‘The presence of arty optional private_data_bytes in the adaptation_field() is signalled by the
transporr_privare_data_flag. The number of the private_data_bytes is inherently restricted by the semantic
of the ai:laptation__field_length field, where the value of the adaptation_field_length shall not exceed
183 bytes.

3) PES packet Table 2-17

There are two possibilities for carrying private data within PES packets. The first possibility is within the
PES_packet_header. within the optional 16 bytes of PES_pr1'vate_data. The presence of this field is
signalled by the PES_pr-ivate,data__flag. 'l1te presence of the PES,private__data_flag is signalled by the
PES_cxtension_flag. If present, these bytes. when considered with the adjacent fields, shall not emulate
the pacltet__start_code_prefix. ' '

The second possibility is within the PES_packet_data_byte field. This may be referred to as private data
within PES packets under the stream_type Table 2~29. ‘This category of private data can be split in two:
private_stream_l refers to private data within PES packets which follow the PES_pwket() syntax such
that all fields up to and including. but not limited to. PE.S_header_data_length are present.
private_su’eam__2 refers to private data within PES packets where only the first three fields shall be
present followed by the PES_packet__dttta_bytes containing private data.

Note that PES packets exist within both Program Streams and Transport Streams therefore
pr-ivate_stream_1 and pn'vate_strearn_2 exist within both Program Streams and Transport Streams.

4) Descriptors

Descriptors exist within Program Streams and Transport Streams. A range of private descriptors may be
defined by the user. These descriptors shall commence with descriptor__tag and descriptor_length fields.
For private descriptors. the value of descriptor_tag may take the values 64-55 as identified, in Table 2359.
These descriptors may be placed within a prograrn__stream__map() Table 2-29, a CA_section() Table 2-27.
a TS_prograrn_map_section(). Table 2-28 and in any private section(). Table 2-30.

Specifically private_data_bytes also appear in the CA__descriptor().

5) Private Section

The private_section Table 2-30 provides a further means to carry private data also in two fon-ns. This type
of elementary stream may be identified under stream_type Table 2-29 as private_data in PS1 sections.
One type of private_section() includes only the first five defined fields. and is followed by private data.
For this structure the sectt'on_syntax_indicator shall be set to a value of '0‘. For the other type. the
section__syntax_indicator shall be set to a value of '1' and the full syntax up to and including
last_section_number shall bepresent. followed by private_dsta_bytes and ending with the CRC_32.
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Annex I

Systems conformance and real-time interface
(This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard]

1.0 Systems conformance and real-time interface

Conforrnance for [TU-T Rec. I-l.222.tl I ISO-‘IEC 13818-t Program Streams and Transport Streams "is specified in terms
of the normative specifications in this Recommendation I International Standard. These specifications include. among
other requirements. a System Target Decoder ('1'-STD and P-STD) which specifies the behaviour of an idealized decoder
when the stream is the input to such a decoder. This model. and the associated verification. do not include information
concerning the real-time delivery performance of the stream. except for the accuracy of the system clock frequency
which is represented by the Transport Stream and the Program Stream. All Transport Streams and Program Streams
must comply with this Recommendation Ilnternntional Standard.

In addition. there is a real-tirnt: interface specification for input of Transport Streams and Program Streams to a decoder.
This Recommendation I International Standard allows standardization of the interface between MPEG decoders and .

adapters to networks, channels. or storage media. The timing effects of channels. and the inability of practical adapters to
eliminate completely these effects. causes deviations from the idealized byte delivery schedule to occur. While it is not
necessary for all MPEG decoders to implement this interface. implementations which include the interface shall adhere
to the specifications. This Recommendation I International Standard covers the teal-time delivery behaviour of Transport
Streams and Program streams to decoders. such that the coded data buffers in decoders are guaranteed not to overflow
nor underflow. and decoders are guaranteed to be able to perfomt clock recovery with the perforrnance required by their
applications.

The MPEG real-time interface specifies the maximum allowable amount of deviation from the idealized byte delivery
schedule which is indicated by the Program Clock Reference (PCR) and System Clock Reference (SCR) fields encoded
in the stream.
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Annex J

Interfacing Jitter-Inducing Networks to MPEG-2 Decoders '
(This annex does not fonn an integral part of this Recommendation llntemational Standard)

J.0 Introduction

In this annex the expression system stream will be used to refer to both l'I'U-T Rec. H.222.0 l ISO/IEC 13818-1
Transport Streams and 1TU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-l Program Streams. When the term STD is used, it is
understood to mean the P-STD (Program System Target Decoder) for Program Streams andthe T-STD (Transport
System Target Decoder) for Transport Streams.

The intended byte delivery schedule of a system stream can be deduced by analyzing the stream. A system stream is
compliant if it can. be decoded by the STD, which is a mathematical model of an idealized decoder. 11' a compliant
system stream is transmitted over ajitter-inducing network. the true byte delivery schedule may differ significantly front
the intended byte delivery schedule. in such cases it may not be possible to decode the system stream on such an
idealized decoder. because jitter may cause buffer overflows or underflows and may make it difiicult to recover the time
base. An imponant example of such a jitter-inducing network is ATM.

The purpose of this annex is to provide guidance and insight to entities concerned with sending system streams over ’
jitter-inducing networks. Network specific compliance models for transporting system streams are likely to be developed
for several types of networks. including ATM. The STD plus a real—time interface definition can play‘ an integral role in
defining such models. A framework for developing network compliance models is presented in 1.2.

Three examples of network encoding to enable the building of jitter-smoothing network adapters are discussed in J.3. In
the first example a constant bitrate system stream is assumed and a FIFO is used for jitter smoothing. In the second
example the network adaptation layer includes timestamps to facilitate jitter smoothing. In the final example a common
network clock is assumed to be available end-to-end, and is exploitedto achieve jitter smoothing.

1.4 presents two examples of decoder implementations in which network-induced jitter can be accommodated. In the
first example. a jitter-smoothing network adapter is inserted between a network's output and an MPEG-2 decoder. The
MPEG-2 decoder is assumed to confonn to a real-time MPEG-2 interface specification. This interface requires an
MPEG-2 decoder with more jitter tolerance than the idealized decoder of the STD. The network adapter processes the
incoming jittered bitstream and outputs a system stream whose true byte delivery schedule confonns to the real-time
specification. Example one is discussed in 1.4.1. For someapplications the network adapter approach will be too costly
because it requires two stages of processing. Therefore. in the second example the dejittering and MPEG-7. decoding
functions are integrated. The jntennediate processing of the jitter-removal device is bypassed, so only a single stage of
clock recovery is required. Decoders that perform integrated dejittcring and decoding are referred to in this annex as
integrated network-specific decoders. or simply integrated decoders. Integrated decoders are discussed in 1.4.2.

In order to build either network adapters or integrated decoders a maximum value for the ‘peak-to-peak network jitter
must be assumed. In order to promote interoperability. a peak-to-peak jitter bound must be specified for each relevant
network type.

J.1 Network compliance models

One way to model the transmission of a system stream across ajitter-inducing‘ network is shown in Figure 1.1.

The system stream is input to a network-specific encoding device that converts the system stream into a network specific
format. Information to assist in jitter removal at thenetwork output may be part of this format. The network decoder
comprises a network-specific decoder and an ITU-'1‘ Rec. H.222.0 l ISO/IEC 13818-1 decoder. The ITU-T Rec. 11.2220
1 ISO/IEC 13818-1 decoder is assumed to conform to a real-time interface specification. and could have the same
architecture as the STD with appropriate buffers made larger to provide more jitter tolerance. The network-specific
decoder removes the non- I'l'U-T Rec. l-1222.0 I ISO/IEC 13318-1 data added by the network-specific encoder and
dejitters the network's output. The output of the network-specific decoder is a system stream that conforms to the real-
time specification.

A network target decoder (NTD) can be defined based on the above architecture. A compliant network bitstream would
be one that was able to be decoded by the NTD. A network decoder would be compliant provided it could decode any
network bitstream able to be decoded by the MD. A real network decoder might or might not have the architecture of 1
the NTD. 7 .

l >3’
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Figure J.1 - Sending system streams over ajitter-inducing netwrrk

J .2 Network specification for jitter smoothing

In the case of constant bit rate system streams, jitter smoothing can be accomplished with a FIFO. Additional data that
provides specific support for dejittering is not required in the network adaptation layer. After the bytes added by the
network encoding are removed. the system stream data is placed in a FIFO. A PLI. keeps the buffer approximately half
full by adjusting the output rate in response to changes in buffer fullness. in this example the amount of jitter-smoothing
achieved will depend on the size of the FIFO and the characteristics of the PLL.

Figure 1.2 illustrates a second way to accomplish jitter smoothing. In this example timestamp suppon from a network
adaptation layer is assumed. Using this technique. both constant bit rate and variable bit rate system strettrns can be
dejittercd.

 Jitter-Induolrtg

Networir

TI 

Figure .}.2 - Jitter-smoothing using network-layer timestamps
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Assume the network adapter is designed to compensate for a peak-to-peak jitter of J seconds. The intended byte delivery
schedule is reconstructed using Clock Reference (CR5) samples taken from a Time Clock (TC). The CR5 and the ‘PC are
analogous to Kit: and the STC. The Network Data Packet (NDP) encode converts each system stream packet into a
Network Data Packet (NDP). The network data packets contain a field for carrying CR values. and the current value of
the TC is inserted into this field as the NDP leaves the NDP encoder. The Network Transport Packetization (NXP)
function encapsulates the NDPs into network transport packets. After transmission across the network, the C125 an
extracted by the NDP decoder as the NDPs enter the NDP decoder. The CR5 are used to reconstruct the TC. for example
by using a PLL. The first MPEG-2 packet is removed from the dejittering huffer when the delayed TC (TCd) is equal to
the first MPEG-2 pacltct's CR. Subsequent MPEG-2 packets are removed when their CR values equal the value ofthe TCd.

Ignoring implementation details such as the speed of the TC clock recovery loop and the spectral purity of the TC, the
size of the dejittering buffer depends only on the maximum peak-to-peak jitter to be smoothed and the largest transport
rate that occurs in the system stream. The dejittering buffer size.B¢5. is given by

Bdj = JR“-In

where Rm, is the maximum data rate of the system stream in bits per second. When packets traversing the network
experience the nominal delay. the buffer is half full. When they experience a delay of J12 seconds. the buffer is empty.
and when they experience a delay (advance) of -—Jl2 seconds the buffer is full. '

As a final example. in some cases a common network clock will be available end-to-end. and it may be feasible to lock
the system clock frequency to the common clock. The network adapter can smooth jitter with a FIFO. The adapter uses
PCRs or SCRs to reconstruct the original byte delivery schedule.

J.3 Example decoder implementations

1.3.1 ' Network adapter followed by an MPEG-2. decoder

In this implementation a network adapter conforming to the network compliance specification is connected to an
MPEG-2 decoder conforming to the real-time interface specification. '

‘ J.3.2 - Integrated decoder

The example presented in J.4.l requires two stages of processing. The first stage is necessary to dejitter the network's
output. The second stage. recovering the STC by processing PCRs or SCRs, is required for STD decoding. The example
presented in this subclause is a decoder that integrates the dejitteting and decoding functions in a single system. The
STC clock is recovered directly using the jittered PCR or SCR values. For presenting this example, an MPEG-2
transpon stream will be assumed. ’

Figure 1.3 illustrates the operation of the integrated decoder. The stream of network packets input to the decoder is
assumed to be the same as the one shown in Figure 1.2.

 
Figure J.3 - Integrated dejittering and MPEG-2 decoding

H5
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The incoming network packets are reassembled into MPEG-2 transport stream data by the NXZP and NDP'decode_
functions. The jitterod I'1"U—T Rec. H.222.(l I ISOIEEC 13818-‘J Transport Stream packets are then filtered I0 CKEHCI
packets with the desired PID. For the ease illustrated, the PID being decoded is also carrying the PCRS. The PCR values
are sent to a l-"LL to recover the STC. Entire packets for the selected PID are placed in the integrated buffer. A positive
value of JI2 s is subtracted from the STC to obtain the delayed STC. STCd. Again. 1 ‘ts the peak-to-peak jitter the
network-savvy decoder can accommodate. The delay is introduced to guarantee that all the data required for an access
unit has an-ived in the buffer when the PTSIDTS of the access unit equals the current value of the STCd.

Ignoring implementation details such as the speed of the STC clock recovery loop and the spectnal purity of the S'l‘C:

B,iu=Bd,¢+Bmm.+BgH+5I2+B;
-'=B_.,-i-5'24-B‘;

where B; = Rm, J and Rm, the maximum rate at which data is input to the PD) filter. Depending on me implementation.
the integrated memory could be broken into two components as in the transport STD.
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Annex K

Splicing Transport Streams
(This annex does not form an integral part of this Recommendation llntemational Standard)

5.

K.0 Introduction i

For the purposes of this annex. the term ‘splicing’ refers to the concatenation performed on the Transport level of two
different elementary streams, the resulting Transport Stream conforming totally to this Recommendation I International
Standard. The two elementary streams may have been generated at different locations and/or at different times. and were
not necessarily intended to be spliced together when they were generated. In the following we will call the ‘old’ stream a
continuous elementary stream (video or audio), which has been superseded by another stream (the ‘new’ one) from a
certain point on. This point is called the splice. It is the boundary between data belonging to the ‘old’ stream and data
belonging to the ‘new’ one. v

A splice can be seamless or non-seamless:

- A seamless splice is a splice inducing no decoding discontinuity (refer to 2.7.3). This means that the
decoding time of the first access unit of the ‘new’ stream is consistent with respect to the decoding time of
the access unit of the ‘old’ stream preceding the splice. i.e. it is equal to the one that the next access unit
would have had if the ‘old' stream had continued. In the following. we will call this decoding time the
‘seamless decoding time‘.

- A non-seamless splice is a splice which results in a decoding discontinuity. i.e. W decoding time of the
first access unit of the ‘new’ stream is greater than the seamless decoding time. 3

NOTE — A decoding time lower than the seamless decoding time is forbidden).

Splicing is allowed to be perfonned at any transport stream packet boundary. since the resulting‘ stream is legal. But in a‘
general case. if nothing is known about the location of PBS packet starts and access unit starts. this constraint imposes

‘that not only the Transport layer is parsed, but also the PBS layer and the Elementary Stream layer. and may in some
cases. make some processing on the payload of Transport Stream packets necessary. If such complex operations are
wished to be avoided. splicing should be performed at locations where the Transport Stream has favourable properties,
these properties being indicated by the presence of a splicing point. ' l

The presence of a splicing point is indicated by the splice__flag and splice_countdown fields (refer to 2.4.3.4 for the
- semantics of these fields). In the following, the Transport Stream packet in which the spllce_countdown field value

reaches zero will be called ‘splicing packet’. The splicing point is located immediately after theiast byteof the splicing
packet. ~ ‘ ~;

K..1 The different types of splicing point A
A splicing point can be either an ordinary splicing point on seamless splicing point. :

K.l.1 Ordinary splicing points

if the seamless_splice_flag field is not present. or if its value is zero. the splicing point is ordinary. The presence of an
ordinary splicing point only signals alignment properties of the Elementary Stream: the splicing‘ packet ends on the last
byte of an Access Unit. and the payload of the next Transport stream packet of the same PID will start with the header
of a PBS packet, the payload of which will start with an Elementary Stream Access Point (or with a
sequence_end_code() immediately followed by an Elementary Stream Access Point. in the case of video). These
properties allow ‘Cut and Paste’ operations to be performed easily on the Transport level, while respecting syntactical
constraints and ensuring bit stream consistency. However. it does not provide any information concerning tinting or
buffer properties. As a consequence, with such splicing points, seamless splicing can only be done with the help of
private arrangements. or by analyzing the payload of the Transport Stream Packets and tracking buffer status and
timestamp values.

K.1l.2 Seamless splicing points

If the seamless_splice__ilag field is present and its value is one, information is given by" the splicing point. indicating
some properties of the ‘old’ stream. This information is not aimed at decoders. Its primary goalis to facilitate seamless
splicing. Such a splicing point is called a seamless splicing point. The available infonnation is: '

- The seamless decoding time. which is encoded as a DTS value in the DTS_next_AU field. This DTS
value is expressed in the time base which is valid in the splicing packet. 5,;

a
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- In the case of a video elementary stream. the constraints that have been applied to ihe ‘old’ stream when it _
was generated. aiming at facilitating seamless splicing. These conditions are given by the value of the
splice_type field, in the table corresponding to the profile and level of the video stream.

Note that a seamless splicing point can be used as an ordinary splicing point. by discarding this additional information.
This information may also be used if judged helpful to perform non~seamless splicing. or for purposes other than
splicing.

K.2 Decoder behaviour on splices

K.2.I On non-seamless splices

As described above. a non-seamless splice is a splice which results in a decoding discontinuity.

It shall be noted that with such a splice, the constraints related to the decoding discontinuity (see 2.7.6) shall be fulfilled.
In particular".

0 a I’1‘S shall be encoded for the first access unit of the ‘new’ stream (except during trick mode operation or
when low_delay = '1');

- the decoding time derived from this PIS (or from the associated DTS) shall not be earlier than the .
seamless decoding time:

- in the case of a video elementary sueam, if the splicing packet does not end on a sequence_end_code().
the ‘new’ stream shall begin with a sequence_end_code() immediately followed by a sequence_header().

In theory, since they introduce decoding discontinuities. such splices result in a non-continuous presentation of
presentation units (Le. a variable length dead time between the display of two consecutive pictures, or between two
consecutive audio frames). In practice. the result will depend on how the decoder is implemented, especially in video.
With some ‘video decoders. the freezing of one or more pictures may be the preferred solution. See Part 4 ofISO/[EC 13818.

K.;_.2 On seamless splices

The aim of having no decoding discontinuity is to allow having no presentation discontinuity. In the case of audio. this
can always be ensured. But it has to be noted that in the case of video. presentation continuity is in theory not possible in
cases 1) and 2) below: ' -

l) The ‘old’ stream ends on the end of a low-delay sequence, and the ‘new’ stream begins with the start of a
non-low-delay sequence.

2) The ‘new’ stream ends on the end of a non-low-delay sequence. and the ‘new’ stream begins with the
start of a low-delay sequence.

The effects induced by such situations is implementation dependent. For instance. in case I, a picture may have to be
presented during two frame periods. and in case 2. a picture may have to be skipped. However. it is technically possible
that some implementations support such situations without any undesirable effect.

In addition. referring to 6.1.1.6 of ITU-T Rec. H.262 l ISOIIEC 13818-2, a sequence_end__code() shall be present before
the first sequence__hcader() of the ‘new’ stream, if at least one sequence parameter (i.e. a parameter defined in the
sequence header or in a sequence header extension) has a different value in both streams. with the only exception of
those defining the quantimtion matrix. As an example, if the bit rate field has not the same value in the ‘new’ stream as
in the ‘old’ one. a sequence_end_code() shall be present. Thus. if the splicing packet does not end on a
sequence_end_code. the ‘new’ stream shall begin with a sequence_end_code followed by a sequence_header.

According to the previous paragraph. a sequence_end_code will be mandatory in most splices. even seamless ones. It
has to be noted that ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISO/[EC 13818-2 specifies the decoding process of video sequences (i.e. data
comprised between a sequence__header() and a sequence_end_code()). and nothing is specified about how to handle a
sequence change. Thus. for the behaviour of the decoders when such splices are encountered. refer to Part 4 ofISO/IEC 13818.

K.2.3 Buffer Overflow

Even if both elementary streams obey the T-STD model before being spliced, it is not necessarily ensured that the STD
buffers do not overflow with the spliced stream in the time interval during which bits of both streams are in thesebuffers.

In the case of constant bit rate video. if no particular conditions have been applied to the ‘old’ stream, and if no
particular precautions have been taken during splicing. this overflow is possible in the case where the video bit rate of
the ‘new’ stream is greater than the video bit rate of the ‘old’ one. Indeed. it is cenainlv true that the buffers MB. and '

‘llfiw
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EB, of the T-SID do not overflow ‘if-bits are delivered to the T—STD at the ‘old’ rate. But if the delivery rate is switched
to 3 higher mine at the input of T3,, before ‘old’ bits are completely removed from the T-STD. the fullness of the STD
buffers will become higher than if the ‘old’ stream had continued without splicing, and may cause overflow of EB,‘
at-idiot MB". in the case of variable bit rate video. the same problem can occur if the delivery rate of the ‘new’ stream is
higher than the one for which provision was made during the creation of the ‘old’ stream. Such a situation is forbidden.

However. it is possible for the encoder generating the ‘old’ stream to add conditions in the VBV buffer management in
the neighborhood of splicing points. so that provision is made for any ‘new’ video bit rate lower than a chosen value. For
instance. in the case of a seamless splicing point. such additional conditions can be indicated by a ‘splice_type' value to
which CTMES COW’-5P0|“1 in Tflblfl 2-7 through Table 2-16 for ‘splice__t;leoodittg_delay' and ‘mnx__splice_,ratc‘. In that
case. if the video hit rate of the ‘new’ stream is lower than ‘max_spIice__rate'. it is ensured that the spliced strcartt will
not lead to overflow during the time interval during which bits of both sl:I‘eams an: in the T-STD buffer.

In the case where no such constraints have been applied. this problem can be avoided by introducing 1! dead time in the
delivery of bits between the ‘old’ stream and the ‘new‘ one, in order to let the ‘I’-STD buffers get sufficiently empty
before the bits of the ‘new’ stream are delivered. If we call 1;“ the time at which the last byte of the last access unit of the
‘old’ stream enters the STD, and tom the time at which it exits the STD. it is sufficient to ensure that no more hits enter

the T-TD the time interval [t-.,,, tom] with the spliced stream than if the 'old' stream had continued without splicing. As an
example. in the case where the ‘old’ stream has a constant bit rate R4,“. and the ‘new’ one a constant bit rate Rmw, it is ,
sufficient to introduce a dead time T4 satisfying the following relations to avoid this risk of overflow: '

Tn 3 09-l'|dTd 2 (tour - l'm)><(1- Rota/Rum]

.|:-.-
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BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of the

original documents submitted by the applicant.

Defects in the images may include (but are not limited to):

Ir BLACK BORDERS

I TEXT CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES

0 FADED TEXT

0 ILLEGIB LE TEXT

I SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES

0 COLORED PHOTOS

0 BLACK OR VERY BLACK AND WHITE DARK PHOTOS '

0 GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.

As rescanning documents will not correct images,
please do not report the images to the

Image Problems Mailbox.
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